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§ 1. Introduction 

Let G be a connected real semisimple Lie group, a an involution of 
G, and H the connected component of the fixed-point group G" containing 
the identity. Then Gj H is called a semisimple symmetric space ([1], [5]). 
We assume in this paper that G is a real form of a complex Lie group Gc• 

When G/Hsatisfies the condition 

(1.1) rank (G/H) = rank (K/Kn H), 

Flensted-Jensen [5] constructed countably many discrete series for G/H. 
Here K is a a-stable maximal compact subgroup of G and "discrete series 
for G/ H" are equivalence classes of the representations of G on minimal 
closed G-invariant subspaces in V(GjH). In this paper we give a theorem 
that describes all the discrete series for G/ H. Especially there is no dis
crete series when rank (G/H)* rank (K/Kn H). 

The result of this paper can be described as follows. 
Let g be a semisimple Lie algebra and a an involution (a2 =identity) 

of g. Fix a Caltan involution 8 such that a8=8a. Let g=t)+q (resp. 
g = f + ~) be the decomposition of g into the + 1 and -1 eigenspaces for 
a (resp. 8). Let gc be the complexification of g and let gd, fd and t)d be 
subalgebras in gc defined by 

gd=r n t)+,f=! (f n q)+,f=! (~n t)+~ n q, 

fd= f n t)+,f=! (~n t), t)d=f n t)+,f=! (f n q). 

Extend a and 8 to complex linear involutions of gc. The restrictions 
of a and 8 to gd are denoted by the same letters. Then (gd, fd, t)d, a, 8) 
satisfies the same condition as (g, f, t), 8, a). 

Let Gc be a connected complex Lie group with Lie algebra gc, and 
let G, K, H, Gd , K d , H d , Hc and Kc be the analytic subgroups of Gc cor
responding to g, f, t), gd, fd, t)d, t)c and re, respectively. Let If (resp. fId) 
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denote the set of equivalence classes of finite-dimensional irreducible 
representations of K (resp. H d) and let fld(K) denote the subset of fld 
formed by restrictions of holomorphic representations of Ke. Then K 
and fld(K) are in one-to-one correspondence via holomorphic representa
tions of Ke. Thus two corresponding elements of K and fld(K) will be 
denoted by the same letter in the following argument. 

Let D(G/H) and D(Gd/Kd) be the algebras of invariant differential 
operators on G/H and Gd/Kd, respectively. Then D(G/H) and D(Gd/Kd) 
are naturally isomorphic via holomorphic differential operators on Ge/He. 
Fix a maximal abelian subspace a~ of j:Jd =./=1 (J' n q) + j:J n q and a 
positive system .J:(a~)+ of the root system .J:(a~) of the pair (gd, a~). Let 
A be an element of (a:); (i.e. A is a linear map of a: into C). Then the 
algebra homomorphisms x1: D(Gd/Kd)~C and Xl: D(G/H)~C are defined 
by the Harish-Chandra isomorphism D(Gd/Kd)c::::S(a:)W, where Sea:) is 
the complex symmetric algebra on a:, W is the Weyl group of .J:(a~) and 
S(a~)W is the set of W-invariant elements in S(a~). 

Now we define the following subspaces in d(G/H) and d(Gd/Kd) 
where d(X) denotes the space of analytic functions on a manifold X. 
For a (5 E Kc::::fld(K) and A E (a~);, we put 

and 

d.(G/H; vltl)={f E d(G/H) If transforms according to (5 under the 
action of K and Df =XiD)ffor all D E D(G/H)} 

doCGd/Kd; vl(1)={f E d(Gd/K d) If transforms according to (5 under 
the action of H d and Df =X~(D)ffor all D E D(Gd/Kd)}. 

Moreover we put 

and 

dHd(Gd/Kd; vIt~)= EB doCGd/Kd; vIt~). 
aEHd(K) 

Here the above sums are algebraic direct sums. Then the spaces 
d K(G/H; vltl) and d Hd(Gd/Kd; vltn have the structure of ge-modules. 
Flensted-lensen has proved (Theorem 2.3 in [5]) that there is a ge-isomor
phism 

(1.2) 

which is obtained by the analytic continuation in G ef H c' 
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Let Pd=MdA:N+ d be the minimal parabolic subgroup of Gd deter
mined by the pair (a:, ~(a:)+) and p be the element of (a:)* defined by 
p(Y)=ttrace(ad(Y)ln+d) for YEa:. For oEHd(K) and 2E(a~):, we 
put 

£40(Gd/Pd; Ll)={jis a hyperfunction on Gd I f transforms according 
to 0 under the action of Hd andf(xman)=al-pf(x) for x E Gd, 
mEMd aEAdandnEN+ d} , p 

where al-p=e(.l-p,loga). Moreover we put 

£4Hd(Gd/P d; L l)= EB £4o(Gd/P d; L..). 
oEHd(K) 

Then we define the Poisson transform 

(1.3) 

by the formula 

(gPJ)(x)=f e<-l-p,H(X-1k)f(k)dk 
Kd 

for x E Gd and f E £4Hd(Gd/P d; Ll)' Here H(x) = Y 1 if x=kl exp Yln l 
kl E K d , YI E a: and n l E N+ d • 

Remark 1. (i) Let (rr, V) be a discrete series for G/H and VK the 
subspace of K-finite elements in V. Then it is clear that there exists a 2 
in (a:): such that VKcdK(G/H;Jtl)nV(G/H) and that Re<2,a>::::::O 
for all a E ~(a:)+. (See Remark in § 4). 

(ii) If Re (2, a»O for all a E ~(a:)+, then it follows from the 
result in [7] that gPl is a go-isomorphism. 

(iii) For every functionfin £4Hd(Gd/P d; Ll), it is clear that the sup
port offis a union of Hd-orbits on Gd/P d. 

Here we prepare notation in the case of rank (G/H) = rank (K/Kn H). 
Let a; be a maximal abelian subspace of ):ld n fjd. Then a; is a maximal 
abelian subspace in ):ld, which is equivalent to rank (G/H) = rank (K/Kn H). 
By Section 3 Proposition 2 in [9] we can choose elements Xl> ••• , Xm of 
Gd such that Ad(xj)a:=a; and that {HdXjP d Ij= 1, .. " m} is the set of 
all the closed Hd-orbits in Gd/Pd(HdXiPd-=l=HdXJPd if i-=l=j). For each 
j (l<j~m), we define ~(a;)j, n+ J, 2j E (a;):, pJ E (a;)* and p{ E (a;)* by 

~(a;)j={aoAd(xj)-1 E ~(a;)la E ~(a~)+}, 

n+ j =Ad(xj)n +d, 2J = 20 Ad(xj )-l, pJ =p 0 Ad(xJ- I 

and p{(Y)=ttrace(ad(Y)ln+JnJjd) for YEa;, 
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respectively. 
Now we can state the theorem of this paper as follows. 

Theorem. Let A be an element of (a:); such that 

(1.4) Re<A,a»O 

(1.5) rank (G/H) = rank (K/Kn H) 

and 

(1.6) ReO,a»O for any a E l'(a:r. 

In the following we assume the condition (1.5). 

(ii) Put 

!!Jk.(Gd/P d; L.)={j E !!JH.(Gd/P d; LJ I supp fCHdxjP d }. 

Then under the condition (1.6) we have the surjective go-isomorphism 

m 

'f)-I 0 f!Il;.: EB !!Jk.(Gd/P d; L.)~d K(G/H; vIt;.) n V(G/H) 
j~l 

by Flensted-Jensen's isomorphism and the Poisson transform. 
(iii) If the space !!Jk.(Gd/P d; L}.) is non-trivial, then the following two 

conditions are satisfied. 
(a) Let a be a compact simple root in l'(a;)} (i.e. gd(a;; a)cljd). 

Then 

(b) Put pi = Aj + pi - 2p{. Then pi belongs to the lattice in (a;)* 
generated by the highest weights of all the finite-dimensional irreducible 
representations of K with Kn H-fixed vectors. (Note that ~ a; is a 
maximal abelian subspace offn q=~ (j)d n ljd).) 

(iv) Suppose that !!Jk.(Gd/P d; L;.)=;t:{O}. Then the go-module 

!!Jk.(Gd/Pd; L}.) 

is irreducible under the following condition (1.7). 
Let at be a maximal abelian subspace ofmd and put a:=at+a:. Let 

l'(a:) be the root system of the pair (ge, a:c)' For every a E l'(a:) let a 
denote the restriction of a to a:. Choose a positive system l'(a:)+ of l'(a:) 
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so that 2(a~)+ is compatible with 2(a~)+ (i.e. the condition a E 2(a~)+ and 
a:;t:O implies a E 2(a~)+). Put Pm=i L: a where the sum is taken over all 
a E 2(a~)+ such that a=O. Then -(A+Pm) parametrizes the infinitesimal 
character of the gc-module 8CJ,a(Gd/p d ; L2)' 

(1.7) 

This theorem is divided into three theorems. Theorem 1 is proved 
in Section 4-Section 7, Theorem 2 in Section 8 and Theorem 3 in Section 
9 and Section 10. 

Remark 2. ( i ) Suppose the condition 

(1.8) f1{ is equal to the highest weight of a finite dimensional representa
tion 7: of Kwith Kn H-fixed vectors. 

Let TJ be the distribution on Kd/M d defined by 

for cp E C=(Kd / M d ). Then Tj can be naturally identified with an element 
T{ in 8C(Gd/P d; L 2) with support in HdxjP d. When (1.8) is satisfied, it 
is proved in [5], Section 3 that T{ transforms according to the representa
tion contragredient to 7: under the action of Hd. Thus we have 

Put t{ =r;-t 0 &PiTf). (This is the generating function of discrete series 
constructed by Flensted-Jensen [5].) If <J., a) >0 for all a E 2(a:)+, then it 
follows from Theorem (ii) that t{ E V(G/H). Hence we have proved the 
conjecture "C=O" in [5], p. 274. (This conjecture was already proved by 
the first author. C.r. [21].) 

(ii) Suppose the condition (1.7). Then it is proved in Section 10, 
Lemma 11 that the pair of conditions (a) and (b) in Theorem (iii) is equi
valent to the condition (1.8). Hence it follows from Theorem (iii) and 
the above remark in (i) that 8CJ,a(Gd /P d; L 2):;t:{0} (which is an irreducible 
gc-module by Theorem (iv)) if and only if the conditions (a) and (b) in 
Theorem (iii) are satisfied. 

(iii) If Md is abelian, for instance when G/H is a group (i.e. 
G=GtXGt for some connected real semisimple Lie group Gt and H= 
{(g, g) E Gig E Gt}) or when gd is a normal real form, then the condition 
(1.7) is equivalent to the condition <J., a) >0 for all a E 2(a~)+ which we 
always assume. (A is real-valued on a: by Theorem (iii) (b).) Hence by 
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the above remark in (ii), !!Ji,d(Gdjpd; Ll)*{O} if and only if the conditions 
(a) and (b) are satisfied. When GjH is a group, we have therefore given 
another proof of main results in [6]. 

(iv) Suppose that all the irreducible components of the root system 
3(a:) are of type An> Dn or En (n;:::::2). Then it is proved in Section 10, 
Lemma 10 that the pair of the conditions (a) and (b) is equivalent to the 
condition (1.8). Hence it follows from the remark in (ii) and Theorem 
(iii) that !!Ji,d(Gdjpd; Ll)*{O} if and only if the conditions (a) and (b) in 
Theorem (iii) are satisfied. 

(v) In general, there are discrete series which cannot be obtained 
by the argument in (i) (c.f. [5], Section 8 when dim (a:) = 1). 

(vi) When <2j, a)=O for some noncompact (i.e. gd(a;; a) r;t.l'jd) 
simple root a in 3(a;);, 1]-1 0 f!jJl!!Ji,d( Gd j p d ; Ll) are the K-finite functions 
in a "limit of discrete series" for GjH. 

(vii) The condition (104) is not necessary in the proof of Theorem 
(iii). 

In a subsequent paper we will give a proof of the following. 

Proposition. Suppose the condition (104). Then !!Ji,d( Gd j p d ; Ll) * {a} 
if and only if the condition (b) in Theorem (iii) and the following condition 
(a/) hold. 

(a/) Let {.8b ... , .8k} be a sequence of roots in 3(a;); satisfying the 
following (i) and (ii). 

(i) .8i is a simple root in the set {a E 3(a;)j I <a, .81)= ... =<a, .8i-l) 
=O}fori=l,. ··,k. 

(ii) <.8i' 2p{ -pj)«impi+mzpY.8i' .8i) for i= 1, ... , k-I and 
<.8k' 2p{ - pj)= (impk +m2Pk)<.8k' .8k) where ma = dim {X E gd I [Y, X] = 
a(Y)X for all YEa;} for a E 3(a;). 

Then <pi, .8k);:::::O. 
(Note that the condition (a) in Theorem (iii) is equal to the condition for 
k= 1 in (a/).) 

§ 2. Flensted-Jensen's isomorphism 

We will use the standard notation Z, Rand C for the ring of integers, 
the field of real numbers and the field of complex numbers, respectively. 
The set of nonnegative integers and nonnegative real numbers are denoted 
by Z+ and R+, respectively. For a real vector space E, let E* denote the 
dual of E and E; the complexification of E*. 

Let g be a real semisimple Lie algebra and a an involutive (a2= 
identity) automorphism of g. Fix a Cartan involution 0 of g such that 
aO=Oa. (See [1], [9] etc.) Let g=l'j+q (resp. g=f+1:J) be the decomposi-
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tion of g into the + 1 and -1 eigenspaces for (J (resp. 8). Then we have 
a direct sum decomposition 

ofg. 
Let gc be the complexification of g and let gd, fd, 1:>d, ljd, qd and lj4 be 

subspaces of ge defined by 

gd=fn lj+/=t(fn q)+r-I(1:>n lj)+1:>n q, 

fd=fn lj+r-I(1:>n lj), 1:>d=r-I(fn q)+1:>n q, 

ljd=fn lj+r-I(fn q), qd=r-I(1:>n lj)+1:>n q, 

lj<t=f n lj+1:> n q. 

Then gd, fd, ljd and lj4 are subalgebras in ge. Extend involutions (J and 0 
to complex linear involutions of ge. The restrictions of (J and 8 to gel are 
denoted by the. same letters. Then (gel, fel, gel, (J, 8) satisfies the same 
condition as (g, f, lj, 8, (J). 

Let G c be a connected complex Lie group with Lie algebra g., and 
let G, K, H, Gel, K eI , H eI , Ke, He and Ha be the analytic subgroups of G" 
corresponding to g, f, lj, gel, tel, ljel, fe, lje and lj''', respectively. Let K (resp. 
fleI) denote the set of equivalence classes of finite-dimensional irreducible 
representations of K (resp. H eI) and let fleI(K) denote the subset of flit 
formed by restrictions of holomorphic representations of Ke. Then K 
and fleI(K) are in one-to-one correspondence via holomorphic representa
tions of Ke. Thus two corresponding elements in K and fleI(K) will be 
denoted by the same letter in the following argument. 

Let d(G/H) and d(GeI/Kd) be the spaces of analytic functions on 
G/H and Gd/KeI, respectively. For a 0 E K(-::=.HeI(K» we put 

and 

da(G/H)={f E d(G/H)If transforms according to 0 under the 
action of K} 

daCGeI/Kd)={f E d(Gd/KeI ) If transforms according to 0 under the 
action of H eI }. 

Moreover we put 

and 
d H~(GeI/KeI)= EB d.(GeI/KeI) 

oEbd(K) 
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where the right hand sides are algebraic direct sums in d(G/H) and 
d(Gd/Kd), respectively. 

Let U(g)= U(gd) be the universal enveloping algebra of ge and 
U(g)ij= U(gd)l4 be the subalgebra of U(g) consisting of ge-invariant ele
ments. Then we have the following result by Flensted-Jensen. 

Proposition 1 ([5], Theorem 2.3). There exists a linear isomorphism 

satisfying the following two conditions. 
(i) f~(x)= f(x) for fEd K(G/H) and x E Ha. 
(ii) 1) commutes with the left U(g)-actions and with the right U(g)~

actions. 

Let D(G/H) and D(Gd/Kd) be the algebras of invariant differential 
operators on G/H and Gd/Kd, respectively. Clearly D(G/H) and D(GcZ/Kd) 
are isomorphic via holomorphic differential operators on G e/ He. 

Let a be a maximal abelian subspace of +>d n qd = +> n q and a: a 
maximal abelian subspace of lJd containing a. Let 2(a:) be the root 
system of the pair (gd, a:). Namely for an a E (a:)* we put gd(a:; a)= 
{X E gd 1 [Y, X] =a(Y)X for all YEa:} and we put 

2(a:) = {a E (a:)*\{O} I g<t(a:; a) * {O}}. 

Let 2(a:)+ be a positive system of 2(a:) which is compatible with a. (i.e. 
If a E 2(a:)+ and al.*O, then qUa E 2(a:)+.) Let 2(a) be the root system 
of the pair (g<t, a). (It can be easily proved that 2(a) satisfies the axioms of 
root systems by the arguments in [17], p. 21 and p. 22. Another proof is 
given in [12]). Put n + d = I::" g<t(a:; a) where the sum is taken over all 
a E 2(a:)+ and put p(Y)=!trace(ad(Y)I.H) for YEa:. 

Using the direct sum decomposition U(gd) =(fd U(g<t) + U(g<t)n+<t)E!) 
U(a:) of U(gd), we define a projection p of U(gd) onto U(a:). Let W = 
W(a:) be the Weyl group of 2(a:) and U(a:)W be the subalgebra of U(a:) 
consisting of W-invariant elements in U(a:). Then it is known that the 
restriction of the map D-+eP 0 p(D) 0 e- P to U(g<t)'4 defines an isomorphism 

U(g<t)!d/U(g<t)!d n U(gdW~U(a:)w. 

It is clear that the left hand side is isomorphic to D(G/H):::::::.D(Gd/Kd). 
For a A E (am', we can define algebra homomorphisms Xl: D(G/H)-+C 
and X1: D(Gd/Kd)-+C by the above isomorphism. Here we note that 
Xl=Xp (resp. Xf=X~) if and only if .u=WA for some WE W. Now we 
define following subspaces in d(G/H) and d(G<t/Kd). 
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dK(GjH; J(1)={f E dK(GjH) I Df= XiD)f for all D E D(GjH)}, 

dHd(GdjKd; Jlf)={f E dHd(GdjKd) I Df=xf(D)ffor all D E D(GdjKd)}. 

Then we have age-isomorphism 

by Proposition 1. 

§ 3. Boundary values and V-estimates 

In this section, manifolds always mean real analytic manifolds and 
differential operators always mean linear partial differential operators of 
finite order whose coefficients are real analytic functions. A differential 
operator P(x, D x) defined on an n-dimensional manifold X is of the form 

where x=(xh ••• , xn) is a local coordinate system and 

witha=(a" ···,an). The largest integer m whichsatisfiesPa=i=Ofor at 
least one a with m=a,+· .. +an is called the order of P(x, Dx) and 
denoted by ord P. Then the principal symbol 

a(P)(x, ~) = 
Cl'l+···+an=m 

defines a function on the cotangent bundle T*X of X, where (x; ~i ~idxJ 
is a local coordinate system of T* X. We denote by d(X) (resp. gj(X)) 
the vector space of all real analytic functions (resp. all hyperfunctions) 
defined on X. 

In this section we will prove a proposition and two lemmas. The 
proposition reduces the question of the characterization of discrete series 
to a boundary value problem and secondly the two lemmas reduce the 
boundary value problem to a relation between the Hd-orbits structure on 
a boundary of the symmetric space GdjKd and a structure of the roots 
space for the symmetric pair. 

For any function f in d K(GjH; J(1), we can associate a functionf~ 
in d Hd(GdjKd; JlD by Flensted-lensen's isomorphism. Since X1=X!1 
for any W E W, we will fix A E (a:)~ so that 

(3.1) Re(A,a»O for any a E l'(a:) + • 
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Let pel be the minimal parabolic subgroup of Gel determined by the pair 
(a:, .l'(a:)+) and let PeI=MelA:N+ rl be the corresponding Langlands 
decomposition. Then the Lie algebras of A: and N+eI equal a: and n+ eI , 
respectively, and Mel is the centralizer of a: in Kel. 

For ape (a:);, we define the space of hyperfunction sections of 
class I principal series for Gel: 

Bi(GelfPd; Lp)={f e Bi(Gd) I f(xman)=aP-pf(x) 

for x e Gd, m e Mel, a e A: and n e N+ rl }, 

where aP- P =e(p-p,loga). Then we have the Poisson transform 

by the formula 

for x e Gel andf e Bi(GdfP d; Lp). Here H(x) = Y1 if x=klexp YIn!> kl e 
K eI, YI e a: and n1 e N+eI. Then fllp is a GeI-equivariant map and the 
image is contained in the following eigenspace of D(GrLfKeI): 

Now the main result in [7] says that the condition (3.1) for A assures 
that the Poisson transform fll), induces the Gel-isomorphism: 

and the inverse of fll), is given (up to a constant multiple) by the map /3)' 
of taking the boundary values. Hence for p e (a:); and 0 e HrL(K), 
denoting 

and 

Bia(GrlfPrl; Lp)={f e Bi(GdfP eI ; Lp) If transforms according to o} 

BiHd(GrLfp eI ; Lp)= EB Bi.(GdfP eI ; Lp), 
oElld (K) 

we have the (U(g), HeI)-isomorphisms 

fll.: BiHd(GrLfPd; L),)~d Hd(GelfKd; vltt) 

and 
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and &1[31 and [31&1 are non-zero constant multiples of identity maps. 
Fix a G-invariant measure dp on GjH and let V(GjH) denote the 

Hilbert space formed by the square integrable functions on GjH with 
respect the measure. Our theorem characterizes the subspace 

Hence the first step toward the theorem is to characterize the image of 
d AGjH; J(1) n V(G/H) under the map 1). 

Let A denote the analytic subgroup of G c with the Lie algebra a and 
let fEd K(GjH; J(1). The condition that the function f belongs to 
V(GjH) is determined by its behavior at infinity. Owing to the decom
position G = KAH, the restriction f IA controls the behavior because f is 
K-finite. More precisely, the growth condition of f at infinity is deter
mined by the restrictions on A of the translations of f under the action of 
K. Here we remark that A is contained in both G and Gd , and therefore 
fIA=f~IA. 

To examine the asymptotic behavior of the function 

flA for fEd Hd(GdJKd; J(1), 

we use a realization of Gd / Kd in a compact manifold X which is construc
ted in [11]. Then the asymptotic behavior of flA at infinity is translated 
into the local behavior offlA at some boundary points of Gd/Kd in X. 

Let 7Jr = 7Jr(a~)={al' ... , av} be the set of simple roots in 2(a~)+ and 
{Ct>b ••. , wz-} the dual basis of 7Jr. We recall that we defined the order of 
2(a~) so that the following condition holds: 

(3.2) If a E 2(a:)+ and al.*O, then aOa E 2(a:)+. 

Hence we can define a compatible order on 2(a). That is, 

2(a) + ={al.; a E 2(a:)+ and al.*O}. 

Then similarly, we denote by 7Jr(a)={ab ••• , all the set of simple roots in 
2(a)+ and {WI> ... , WI} the dual basis of 7Jr(a). We will identify A: and 
A with (0, oo)l' and (0, 00)1 by the maps 

(3.3) 

and 

(3.4) 

(0, oo)l' ) 

UI UI 

t = (tl' ... , t1,)r-----+a t =exp (- 2:: log (ti)w;) 
i 

(0, oo)l ----'.>-) A 
UI UI 

Y=(Yb ... , Yl)f--~a(y)=exp (- 2:: log (Yj)w j), 
j 
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respectively. 
Let e be a subset of 1p"(a~) and We the subgroup of W generated by 

the reflections Wa with respect to the roots a in e. Put p~=pdWePd. Then 
P~ is a parabolic subgroup of Gd. Let P~=M~A~N;d be the Langlands 
decomposition of p~ such that A~CA~. Furthermore, put M~(K)= 
M~n Kd and define a closed subgroup P~(K)=M~(K)A~N;d of Gd. 

The structure of the manifold X plays a crucial role in our analysis 
of asymptotic behavior of functions in d Ha( Gd I K d ; vltn. We will review 
the construction of X. For any t E R I ', we put 

and 

sgn t = (sgn tl> .. " sgn t l ,) E {-l, 0, lY, 

et={ai E 1p" I ti=F O} 

at = exp (- .z= log I ti I ci\). 
iiiEet 

We note that if t E (0, 00)1', then at is the corresponding element of Ad 
under the map (3.3). Define the following equivalence relation on the 
product manifold Gd X Rl': 

Two elements (g, t) and (g', t') in Gd X R I ' are equivalent if and only 
if sgn t =sgn t' and gatP~t(K)=g'at,pgt,(K). 

Then the space X is defined as the quotient space (Gd X RI')I ~ by the 
equivalence relation ~. Let re be the natural projection of Gd X R l ' onto 
X. The action of Gd by the left translation on the first factor of Gd X R!' 
defines an action of Gd on X through the projection re. We can define a 
real analytic structure on X so that the following properties hold (c.f. 
[11]) : 

The space X is a simply connected compact real analytic manifold 
where Gd acts analytically. For any g E Gd • the map 

N-dXR I ' ) X 
(3.5) IV IV 

(n, t) ~ re((gn, t)) 

defines a diffeomorphism onto an open dense subset of X, where N - d = 
a(N+ d ) with the Cart an involution a of Gd. For elements (g, t) and 
(g', t') of Gd X R I ', two points re((g, f)) and re((g', f')) in X belong to a 
same Gd-orbit if and only if sgn t = sgn f'. Moreover, the Gd-orbit con
taining re((g, t)) is naturally diffeomorphic to the homogeneous space 
GdIP~t(K). 

We identify GdlKd with the open orbit Gdre(l, (1, ···,1)) of X. The 
Gd-orbits appeared in the boundary of GdlKd are called the boundary 
components of GdiKd. The compact boundary component of GdlKd, 
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which is diffeomorphic to Gd/P d and only one compact Gd-orbit in X, is 
called the distinguished boundary of Gd/Kd. Thus we identify Gd/P d 
with this boundary component. 

Another important feature of X is concerned with the Gd-invariant 
differential operators (c.f. [11]): Any invariant differential operator in 
D(Gd/Kd) has an analytic extension on X. Since Gd/Kd is open in X, we 
can naturally identify D(Gd/Kd) with the ring of Gd-invariant differential 
operators on X. We fix homogeneous elements 

so that C[Pb ... ,p!,]=U(a~w. Let Db ···,D!, be the elements of 
D( Gd / Kd) which correspond to Pb ... , PI', respectively, by the Harish
Chandra isomorphism. For each i e {I, ... , I'}, let Yi be the hypersurface 
of X defined by ti=O through the map (3.5). Then the system of differ
ential equations on X 

(i = 1, ... , I') 

has regular singularities along the set of walls {Yb ••• , Y!,} with the edge 
Gd/P d• 

In general, under a local coordinate system (Xl' ••• , Xn> tb ... , tr)' 
the system of differential equations of the form 

(i=l, ···,r) 

is said to have regular singularities along the set of walls {Yb ••• , Yr } if 
the following conditions hold (c.f. [8]), where 

and each Yi is defined by t;=O: 
Put m,=ordpi, m=mlX ... Xmr and ai=Pi(x, 0, 0, s). Then there 

exist differential operators R~,j of order <mi+mj-m k so that [Pi' P j ]= 
2:k ~,jPk (i,j=l, ... , r). Moreover, for each fixed X, the indicial 
equation 

(i=l, ... ,r) 

for s e cr has just m roots including their multiplicities. These roots are 
called characteristic exponents of vIt. 

In our case, the indicial equation is given by 

(i=l, ... ,1') 
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where ai(s)=Pi«P, W1)-SI> "', <p, wz,)-sz,)-X~(Di)' Hence the indi
cial equation is constant on the edge Gd j P d and there exist I W I character
istic exponents 

(3.6) 

parametrized by the elements w E W. Moreover, the following statement 
holds: 

For any point P of each wall Yi , there exist differential operators S { 
defined in a neighborhood of P such that the differential equation 

with Si= L. S{(Dj -X~(Dj» 
j 

has regular singularities along the hypersurface Yi in the weak sense. 
Here "in the weak sense" means that by a coordinate transformation til-+ 

It with a sufficiently large kEN, viii changes into a differential equation 
with regular singularities along Y i in the original sense. 

In fact, this is proved as follows: Fix an element g of Gd so that 
gp E n({l} X (-1, 1)1'). Then Proposition 11 in [11] assures that the map 

K/MX(-I,l)1' ) X 
OJ OJ 

(kM, f) 1-----* n«gk, f» 

defines a local coordinate system in a neighborhood of P in X. Now it 
follows from Lemma 3.5 in [7] that there exist polynomials S~, .. " Sf of 
tia/afi such that the equation 

with Si= L. S{(Dj-X~(Dj» 
j 

has regular singularities in the weak sense along the hypersurface defined 
by fi=O. 

Under the following condition for a given W E W (c.f. (3.6» 

(3.7) for any w' E W, 

we can define the map /3w)' of taking the boundary value 

(3.8) 

by the method in [8]. Here for a c=(CI> ... ,Cz,)ECz', PJ(Gdjpd;L(c» 
is the space of all hyperfunction valued global sections of the line bundle 

(3.9) 
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over GdlP d and N={n E Zln:2:0}. 
Let V =Sp d be an open subset of GdlP d and let 88(V; L(e» be the 

space of all hyperfunction sections of L(e) over the open set V. On the 
other hand, for any f1 E (a~); we put 

(3.10) 
88(V; Lp)={f E 88(SPd) I!(xman)=!(x)a p - p 

for x E SPd, m E M d, a E Ad and n E N+ d}. 

Then the proof of Proposition 4.3 in [7] assures that 88(V; L(Aw» and 
88(V; L ,w) are naturally isomorphic as local Gd-modules, which means the 

. following. The isomorphism, say p, is given by their restrictions on 
K d n SP d and if an element g E Gd and an open subset Vo of Gd I P d satisfy 
gVoc V, then pg(flvo)=gp(flvo) for all! E 88(V; L(Aw». 

Hence under the assumption (3.7), we have a Gd-equivariant map 

(3.11) 

When W= 1, the condition (3.7) is always valid in view of (3.1) and the 
map 131 mentioned before is obtained in this way. On the other hand, the 
condition (3.7) is too restrictive to define boundary values for our purpose 
and it is relaxed in [19] as in the following way. 

Fix any point p in· Gd I P d and a coordinate neighborhood U of p in 
X. Put V = U n GdlP d. Then we can define I WI maps 

(3.12) (w E W) 

under the fixed coordinate system (Definition 4.3 in [19]), where each f3'f 
corresponds to the characteristic exponent Aw and if w satisfies (3.7), then 
f3wJ.lv=f3'f' with a suitable w' E W satisfying WA=W'A. Fix a function u 
in d(GdIKd; J(1). If f3'f(u) =0 for all WE W, then u=O in a neighbor
hood of V (Theorem 4.3 in [19]) and therefore u=O because u is real 
analytic. For a fixed A E (a~);, there exists a semi-order <J. on W satisfy
ing the following conditions (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15) (cf. Theorem 4.5 in 
[19]) : 

(3.13) If Aw-Aw' !f N l ' and Aw,-Aw !f N l ', then there exists no order be
tween wand w'. 

(3.14) If Aw-Aw' E N l' -{OJ, then w' <J. w. 

(3.15) For any W E W, putting 

deY, GdlK d ; JtfL= {f E d(GdIKd; JtDIf3'f'(u)=O on V 

for all WI E Wwith w' <J.w}, 
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the map [3~ induces the following map 

(3.16) 

whose definition does not depend on the choice of local coordinate 
systems. 

Hence we have a linear map 

(3.17) 

which commutes with the local action of Gd. 
The above consideration says the following: For any non-zero 

function U E d(GdjKd; vltn and for any open subset Vof Gdjp d, we can 
find at least one W E W so that U belongs to the domain of the above map 
[3~ and moreover [3~(u)*O. Furthermore assume U E d Hd(GdjKd; vl(1) 
and assume u corresponds to a discrete series for GjH. Then it is an 
important problem to find such W by putting V an open Hd-orbit in 
Gd j Pd. This corresponds to an imbedding of the discrete series into a 
principal series for GjH, which will be discussed in a subsequent paper. 

On the contrary, for any function U E d( Gd j Kd; vltn and for any 
WE W, if we put 

V ={x E Gdjpd I [3iU'(u) =0 in a neighborhood of x 
for all w' E Wwith W' <1 w}, 

then V is well-defined and U E V is in the domain of [3~. 
Now for U E d(GdjKd; vltn and Wo E W, we define 

supp [3wo1U={X E Gdjpd I there exists WE W such that the function 
(3.18) [3~V(u) is not identically zero in any neighborhood of x and that 

WA=WoA or W <lWO}' 

Then supp [3/gu)=g(supp [3pu) for any g E Gd and any f1 E WA. We remark 
that if there exists a non-trivial WE W with WA=A, then the support of 
[3iu) is contained in supp [31U defined above, but may differ supp [31U, In 
this paper, we always use the notation supp [31U in the above meaning. 

Another important feature concerning boundary values is the concept 
of ideally analytic solutions. For an open subset V of Gdjpd and a func
tion U E d(GdjKd; vltn, we say U is ideally analytic in a neighborhood of 
V if [3~(u) I v is real analytic for any W E W. Then in a neighborhood of 
V, U is of the following form (Theorem 5.3 in [19]): 

m 
(3.19) u(x, t)= .z::; .z::; ap,;(x, t)tP-Pqp,tClog t). 

pEW1 i~l 
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Here m is a certain positive integer and (x, t) is a local coordinate system 
such that each Yi is defined by ti=O and GalKa is defined by tl>O, 
... , tl,>O. The functions ap,i are real analytic in a neighborhood of V 
and 

(3.20) 

and qp,;(log t) are polynomials of (log t10 ••• , log t l,). We can show that 
m=1 Wll, where Wl={W E WI tc.i(~-.i(w) E Nt'}, and that qp,i are harmonic 
polynomials corresponding to Wl , but we will not use this. 

We will use the following fact for the above ideally analytic solution 
U, which is the result in Theorem 5.3 in [19]: Fix a IJ E W.i( and assume 

(3.21) 
ap,i=O for i= 1, ... , m and all p. E W.i( satisfying 

«p.-IJ, WI), ... , <p.-IJ, WI'» E N 1' -{O}. 

Then the three conditions (3.22), (3.23) and (3.24) are equivalent: 

m 

(3.22) L: aV,i(x, 0W-vqv,i(lOg t)=O. 
i=l 

m 

(3.23) L: aV,i(x, t)tp-vqv,tClog t)=O. 
i=l 

(3.24) f3'f(U) =0 for any W E Wwith w.i(=IJ. 

Especially in the case when <.i(-w.i(, Wi) $ Z for all WE W -{I} and 
i=l, ... , I', we have m=l, qp,i=1 and f3'f(U) = aWl,l(x, 0) with the expres
sion (3.19) and the condition ap,dtl~ ... ~t"~o=O implies ap,I=O. 

Now we return to our problem to characterize '1)(d K(GIH; vltl) n 
V(GIH». For aEl'(a), we put g(a;a)={XEgl[Y,X]=a(Y)Xfor all 
YEa}, Pa = dim (g(a; a) n fj") and qa=dimg(a; a)- Pa, and define a func
tion D(y) on (0, 00 Y by 

D(y)= n Iya- y-aIPa(ya+ y-a)qa. 
aE1.'(o)+ 

Here we use the notatoin 

(3.25) 

for any IJ E a; (or E (a~)n Then the invariant measure dp. on GIH 
satisfies 

f cpdp.= C f cp(ka(y)H)D(y)dk dYI ... dYI 
G/H Kx(O,=)' YI YI 
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for all continuous functions <p on GIHwith compact support (c.f. p.263 
in [5]), where C is a positive constant, dk is the normalized Haar measure 
on K and a(y) E A is the one given by (3.4). Let Weer) denote the Weyl 
group of the root system 2(er) and fix a representative WE K for every 
WE Weer) (c.f. [18], Lemma 7.2 in [20]). Then the above integral can be 
written in the following form 

(3.26) f <pdf-1=C ~ f <p(ka(y)wH)D(y)dk dy~ . .. dYl. 
GIH wEW(n) Kx(O,l)! Yl Yl 

We remark that there exist positive constants C1 and Cz so that 

(3.27) for all Y E (0, 2)1. 

By the map 

A~ X A ----+ A~ 
(3.28) lJ) lJ) 

(at, a(y))----+ata(y), 

any functionJ on A~ can be lifted to a function J on A~XA. We will 
express it by using the identifications (3.3) and (3.4). If at=a(y), then 
ti=exp (-<eX}, log a(y)) = exp «eXi' ~} (logYj)w j») = lljy/iii,"'J>. There
fore we have 

(3.29) 

We remark that 

and that 

J-(t y) -fi(t II y<'ii""'J> ... t II .y<'ii!''''J» , - 1 jJ , ,Z JJ • 

-tv=tVyV 

if eXila=a j , 

otherwise, 

for all J.I E (er~):. 

Let p be any boundary point of the subset AKd of Gd I Kd in X. Then 
any U E .s:t Ha( Gd I K d ; vltn is ideally analytic in a neighborhood of p, which 
will be proved later, and thus we have an expression for u as is given in 
(3.19). Especially, the point atKd in GdlKd converges to a point in GdlP d 
when t-+O, which belongs to an open Hd-orbit in GdlPd. Hence it is 
expected that if r;-lu E V(GIH), then some terms in the expression (3.19) 
should vanish. This means the vanishing of the corresponding boundary 
values on the open Hd-orbit. In fact, we have 

Proposition 2. Let J be an element oJ.s:t K(GIH; vitA)' ThenJ belongs 
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to V(GjH) if and only if supp f3IJ~ contains no inner points in Gdjp d for 
any p E W;( which satisfies the condition 

(3.30) 

Proof Let{fl"" ,IT} be a basis of the linear span of{rr k(f) IkE K}. 
In general, we will denote by rr g an action of an element g E G c on a 
function space. The induced action by the Lie algebra is also denoted by 
rrx(X E gc). Here (rrd)(x) = f(k-lx). Let U be the column vector formed 
by ii, .. . ,f~ and put supp f3p.u= U i supp f3Ji- Since f~ is Hd-finite, 
supp f3p.f~ is a union of Hd-orbits in GdjP d and supp f3p.u=supp f3p.f~. 

Moreover we remark that iff E V(GjH), then 

hE V(GjH) for i=I, "', r. 

First suppose there exist an open Hd-orbit V in Gdjp d, an element 
p E W;( and an index io E {I, .. " l} such that Re <p, O)io):2:0 and supp 
rP.u~ v. We want to prove thatf $ V(GjH), which means the condition 
in Proposition 2 is necessary for f to be in V(GjH). We may assume 
without loss of generality that io = 1 and that if v E W;( satisfies Re<v - p, 0)1) 
> 0, then supp rvu n V = rp. 

The Hd-orbits in GdjPd are completely parametrized by [9] (c.f. § 4). 
It follows from the condition (3.2) that there exists a representative W E Gd 
of an element w of W such that V =Hdwpd and wAw- 1=A. We put p= 
WPd. 

We note that U satisfies 

(3.31) 
for any X E fjd, 

for i=l, "', I', 

where A(X) is an r X r-matrix and rr x is the differential operator corres
ponding to the vector field U x by the action of exp ( - tX) on X(t E R). 
Since p belongs to an open Hd-orbit in Gdjp d, Tp(GdjP d) = {(ux)p IX E fjd} 
and hence the equation (3.31) satisfies the condition SS vtflrr-l(GdjPd)C 
T~dIPdX in Theorem 5.2 in [19]. Therefore U is ideally analytic in a 
neighborhood of p. 

Let Xl' .. " Xn be elements of fjd so that n=dim GdjPd and 

TiGdjPd)= 2:: R(uXi)p 
i 

and moreover the map (-1, I)n 3 xt--+exp (2:: XiXi)WPd E GdjPd defines an 
into diffeomorphism. Then for an e>O the map 
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(3.32) \IJ \IJ 

defines a local coordinate system and we have the expression 

m 

(3.33) u(x, t)= L: L: a.jx, t)tP-·q.,i(lOg t) 
IIEWl i=l 

for (x, t) E (0, e)n+I'. By the assumption we have a.,i=O if Re<lI-p, COl) 
>0 and 

m 

L: L: a., lx, O)tP-·q.,llog t)*O. 
Re(v-p,Wl)=O i=l 

Here the vectors a. i are analytic in a neighborhood of WPd and q. i are 
certain polynomials. Put c=Re <p- p, COl), which is not larger' than 
<P,(01)' and I={<P-1I,(01)llIE W). and Re <P-lI,COI)~C} and 10= 
{~E II Re ~=c}. Then it follows from (3.29) that 

where m' is a suitable non-negative integer and bo.lx, t, YI) are vectors of 
functions which are analytic in (0, 3el)n + I' X ( - eh 2el) with a small positive 
number el and the function 

is not identically zero. Let h be the smallest integer so that bo,j Iv.=o=O 
for all ~ E 10 andj=h+ 1, .. " m'. Then for a suitable positive number 
C, we have the following uniform estimate 

for all (x, t, Yl) E (eh 2el)n + Z' X (0, el)' Here for a vector u, I u I means the 
maximum of the absolute values of the components of u. Choose 
(x(O), teO)) E (el> 2el)n+z' so that bo,"'(x(O), teO), 0)*0 for a suitable ~ E 10, 

Put at{O)=a'a(y(O)) with an a'EAdnHd and moreover put e2=y(0)lel 
and ho=(exp (L: x(O);%;))wa'w- l. We remark that ho E H d because 
Ad (W)(fjd n a:)=fjd n a:. Then we can choose a positive number C', an 
open neighborhood Vo of (y(0)2' .. " y(O)z) in (0, 00 )Z-l and vectors of 
analytic functions b~(y') on Vo such that 
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(3.34) lu(howa(y))- L: b~(y')yWogYI)hl<C'Yillogydh-1 
<Elo 

for all Y=(YI' y') E (0, e2)X Vo and moreover L:<Elob~(y')Yi is not identi
cally zero. 

Since trhjj,(u)=Tu with an invertible matrix T, we have the same 
estimate for u with ho= 1 if we replace b~ and C' by other analytic func
tions and a positive number, respectively. Hence we may assume ho= 1 
in the estimate (3.34). Moreover we remark that L:<Elob~(y')Yi is still 
not identically zero. 

Let J be the column vector formed by j;, ... ,fT. Since w E KrL and 
wAw- 1=A, we have the estimate 

for all k E K, (YI' y') E (0, e2) X Vo. Here T(k- I) are the invertible matrices 
determined by tr k(J) = T(k)J. Moreover we remark the following: There 
exists a W'E W(a) so thatw'aw,-I=waw-1for all aEA. There exists a 
point y'(O) E Vo so that L:<EIob~(y'(O))YWOgYl)h *0. Moreover, T(k- 1) 
and b~(y') are real analytic functions, and Re~=c«p, WI). 

Combining the above estimate with (3.26) and (3.27), we can conclude 
that at least one of Ii does not belong to V(G/H). Since/,; belongs to 
the linear span of {trdl k E K}, this means I ~ V(G/H). Thus we have 
proved that if IE V(G/H) n d K(G/H; vitA)' then supp fip/~ contains no 
inner points in GrL/p rL for all f-l E Wi/. which satisfy (3.30). 

Next we will prove the inverse part of Proposition 2. Fix Wo E W(a) 
arbitrarily and fix a representative w E KrL of an element W of W(a:) so 
that waw-I=w;lawo for all a E A (c.r. [10] or Lemma 7.2 in [21D. Choose 
f-lo E a* so that supp fiJ~-PHrLwPrL for all f-l E Wi/. which satisfy 

In fact the best possible f-lo is given by f-lo=L: Ciai with 

C,; =max {Re <f-l, W,;) I f-l E Wi/. and supp fiJ~:JHrLwPrL}. 

Then we will prove that there exist C > ° and mEN such that 

(3.36) 

forally E (0,2]1 and k E K. Here (l-logy)m=(l-logYl)m ... (l-logy!)m. 
If supp fip/~ contains no inner points in GrL/prL for all f-l E Wi/. which 

satisfy (3.30), then we can choose f-lo= -e L: a i for a suitable positive 
number e and therefore it follows from (3.26), (3.27) and (3.36) that IE 
V(G/H). 
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We will show 

(3.37) 

for all Y E (0, 2]1 with certain positive numbers C and m, which implies 
(3.36) because1(kwola(y)woH)=T(k-l)u(wa(y)). Since [0,2]1 is compact, 
it is sufficient to show that for any point P E [0, 2]1, there exists a neigh
borhood U(p) of P such that (3.37) holds for all y E U(p) n (0,2]1. 

Consider in a small neighborhood of WPd. Then as we have seen, 
the expression (3.33) holds under the local coordinate system (3.32). The 
condition for flo shows that ap,i =0 for all fl E W2 which satisfy (3.35). 
From (3.28) and (3.29) we have 

where q:,i are polynomials and a:,i are real analytic in (-CI> 2CI)n+I'+1 

with a certain positive number CI' Therefore by the same argument as 
before (c.f. (3.34)), we can find ho E Hd, C>O, C2>0 and m' E N such that 
lu(howa(y))I<Cyp- po(1-logy)m' for all y E (0, C2)1. Since u(howa(y))= 
Tu(wa(y)) with an invertible matrix T, we have the es!imate (3.37) in a 
neighborhood of P = (0, .. " 0) E [0, 2] I • 

For any y E Rl, we define y* =(yt, ... ,yt) E R 1' by y; = 1 if ii\I.=O, 
and y; = t j if there exists an (X j E W(a) such that ai I. = (X j' Then it is easy 
to see that ay.=a(y) for any y E (0, 00)1 (c.f. (3.3) and (3.4)). 

Let Vo be the set of all y E [0, 2]1 such that (3.37) holds in a neigh
borhood of y with suitable positive numbers C and m. It is clear that Vo 
is open. Suppose Vo::;i=[O, 2]1 and choose P=(PI' .. ',Pl) E [0,2]1 so that 
P ~ Vo· Put P* = (pt, ... ,pt). We may assume without loss of generality 
that PI='" =Pk=O, Pk+I::;i=O, Pk+2=1=O, "', Pl=l=O, pt=··· =pt=O, 
pt+I::;i=O, .. ·,pt::;i=O. Put Y(k)={y E [0, 2]IIYI='" =Yk=O} and q= 
n-((w, p*)) E X. Then as we have seen before, there exist differential 
operators Si defined in a neighborhood of q such that each Si has regular 
singularities (in the weak sense) along the hypersurface Y i (i= 1, .. " k'). 
Then the system SiU=O (i = 1, .. " k') has regular singularities (in the 
weak sense) along the set of walls {Y1, •• " Yd. Moreover the following 
statement is valid: 

(3.38) u is ideally analytic in a neighborhood of n-((w, p*)). 

We will continue the proof of Proposition 2 and the proof of (3.38) is 
given after that. By the expression of the ideally analytic solution u in a 
neighborhood of q, we have an expression 
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k m 

u(a(y)) = ~ ~ ~ a:(y)yr' · .. yj,k(lOgYl)il . .. (lOgYk)ik, 
j=1 ij=l 1.1 

where v = (Vb •• " V k) runs through a finite subset of C k and a: are analytic 
in a neighborhood U(p) of p. It follows from this expression that the 
assumption p $ Vo implies p' $ Vo for all p' E U(p) n Y(k), which means 
Vo n Y(k) is closed and not equal to Y(k). Since Vo is open in [0, 2]! and 
contains (0, .. ·,0) E [0,2]1, Vo n Y(k) is also open in Y(k) and not empty, 
which leads a contradiction because Y(k) is connected. Thus we can 
conclude Vo = [0, 2]!. 

Now we will prove (3.38). Put a=ap • and 8=8 p •• Then a E A and 
Gd7r«W,p*))=::::.GdjP~(K). Identify the tangent space of Gd at a point 
with gd by means of the right translation. Also identify the dual space 
of gd with itself by the Killing form < ,). Put q= waP~(K). Let m~, 
m~(K), a~, ntd and tJ~(K) be Lie algebras of M~, M~(K), A~, Nt d and 
P~(K), respectively, and put niJd=a(nt d). Then the cotangent vector 
space T:(GdjP~(K)) at q is identified with V(q)={X E gd I <X, y)=o for 
all Y E tJ~(K)}. By the direct sum decomposition gd = niJdEB(tJd n m~)EB 
m~(K)EBa~EBntd we have V(q) = ntdEB(tJd n m~). We will prove that the 
system (3.31) satisfies the condition 

(3.39) 

which implies u is ideally analytic by Theorem 5.2 in [19]. Let S(g) be 
the symmetric algebra of gc. Then the principal symbol of any differential 
operator on Gd is regarded as a S(g)-valued function on Gd. Considering 
the system (3.31), if the system of the equation for v* E V(q) 

{
<Ad(Wa)-lX, v*)=O 

<v*, v*)=O 

for all X E ~d, 

means v*=O, then (3.39) holds. (The second equation comes from the 
Casimir operator of U(gd).) Since < , )lntd=O and < , )lm~nvd is positive 
definite and <X, Y)=O for any X E ntd and Y E m~ n tJd, we have only to 
prove that if v* E ntd satisfies <Ad(wa)-lX, v*)=O for all X E ~d, then 
v*=O. On the other hand waPd belongs to an open Hd-orbit in GdjP d, 
which means Ad(wa)-l~d+tJd=gd. Since v* E (tJ~).ln(Ad(wa)-l~d).lc 

(tJd).l n (Ad(wa)-l~d).lc(tJd +Ad(wa)-l~d).lc(gd).l={O}, we have v* =0. 
Thus we have completed the proof of Proposition 2. Q.E.D. 

Thus we have replaced the L 2-estimate by the vanishing of certain 
boundary values. On the other hand, the map f3. is bijective. Therefore 
in principle, if we know f3lf~), we can know supp f3pf~ for all p E WL 
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The following lemmas estimate supp f3J~ in terms of supp f3J~: 

Lemma 1. Supposef E d(Gd/Kd; vltf), p E W2 and XPd E supp f3pf 
Let e be a subset of W(a~). Thenfor every yPd E XM~pd, there exists a 
v E W 2 satisfying the following two conditions. 

(i) <v-p, Wi) E {O, 1,2, ... } for all i satisfying iti E W(er~)-e. 
(ii) yPd E supp f3J 

Lemma 2. Let 2 be an element of (er:); satisfying <2, it) >0 for all 
it E ..r(er~)+ and let f be an element of d(Gd/Kd; vIt~) which satisfies supp f3J 
CSPd with a subset Sin Gd. Let p be an element of W2. For each WE 

W, we fix an expression w=wrL(W)·· ·wr, as aproduct of reflections with 
respect to simple roots in W(er:) and put S(w) = SMfTl} .. . Mt(W)}pd. For 
any p E W2, we put 

W{f1)={w E Wi <w2-p, Wi) E {O, 1,2, ... } for i = 1, ... , I'}. 

Then we have 

(3.40) supp f3pfc U Sew). 
wEW(p) 

Before we prove these lemmas we give a rather general statement for 
solutions of differential equations: 

(3.41) Let T: X ----+Y be a smooth map between real analytic manifolds (i.e. 
the tangent map (T *)p: TpX ----+ T,(p) Y is surjective for any point p in X). 
Then a system of differential equations on X 

(i = 1, ... , r) 

is called elliptic along the fiber of T if 

(3.42) for any point q in Y. 

Then the support of any hyper function solution of vIt defined on X is a union 
of connected components of fibres of T. 

Let u be a hyperfunction solution of vIt. For any q E Y, we will 
show that supp Ui,-l(q) is open in T-l(q), which clearly implies (3.41). 
Taking a local coordinate system it is sufficient to prove the following: 

(3.43) Put X={(x,Y)ERm+n;.z::;x~<l,.z::;y;<l} and Y={YERn; 
L.:: y; < 1} and let T: X ----+ Y be the natural projection. Let U E 86'(X) 
be a solution of a system vIt which is elliptic along the fibre of T. If 
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supp u ~ (0, 0), then supp u ~ (x, 0) for any (x, 0) E X. 

To prove (3.43), we suppose supp u ~ (0, 0) and supp un ,,-1(0) * rjI. 
We choose a positive number c< 1 so that 

supp un {(x, y) E X; L x;+ Ly;<2c}=rjI. 

Define polynomials ht=! L x;+ LY;-c for! E R and put H t = {(x, y) E 

X; ht=O}. Then the assumption implies the existence of C>O such 
that HccX,Honsuppu*rjI and Htnsuppu=rjlift>C. Fix a point 
p=(x*, y*) E Hc n supp u. Since x* *0, the set TkeX n T;-'(OlX n T;X 
equals {O}. Then by Holmgren's theorem for hyperfunctions and Sato's 
fundamental theorem for the solution u of Jt, we conclude supp U ~ P 
because u=O on the set defined by ho<O. This is a contradiction. 

For a subset e of 1Jf we defined a subgroup P~(K). We may assume 
8={a\, "', cYk }. We identify the homogeneous space GdIP~(K) with a 
boundary component of GdlK d in X by the map GdIP~(K) 3 gP~(K)1--'> 
n((g, c)) E X, where we put c=(C1> "', Cl') and "1='" =Ck=O, "k+l='" 

=cl'= 1. Fix a point p E GdIP~(K)cX and a non-zero function f E 

dHd(GdIKd;Jt~). Since the system Sju=O (j=l, ···,k) has regular 
singularities (in the weak sense) along the set of walls {Y1> .. " Yk }, as we 
have proved, we can define boundary values f3~(f) off on a neighborhood 
V of p in GdIP~(K). These f3~ correspond to the characteristic exponents 
v~=(v~,1> "', V~,k) E C k (including their multiplicities) of the system 
(i = 1, ... ,N). Fix a characteristic exponent p' E {vi, .. " v~} satisfying 
(1) j3~(f)=0 if f1.' -v~ E Nk_{O} and (2) j3;(!)*0 for a suitable i with 
p' = J)~, Then at least one of f3~(f) with J)~ = f1.', which may be assumed to 
be f3i(f), is non-zero and defines a hyperfunction valued section of a line 
bundle (TP,XY2lV1.'Q9v· .. Q9v(TPkXY2IVl.k. Its definition does not depend 
on the choice of local coordinate systems. 

Let LI be the Laplace-Beltrami operator on GdiK d. We claim that 
the equation for f3i(!) induced by the equation (Ll-Xf(Ll))f=O is elliptic 
along the fibre of the natural projection ,,: GdIP~(K)~GdIP~. In fact 
the induced equation is given by Theorem 6.1 ii) in [19]. It follows from 
the theorem that the principal symbol of the induced equation equals that 
of the operator j on Gd I P d induced by the Casimir operator of U(gd). 
Then as in the last part of the proof of Proposition 2, we identify 
T;(GdIP~(K)) with n~dEB(m~n lJd). Hence 

T;-'('(PllGdIP~(K)) n T;(GdIP~(K)) 

is identified with n~d because TpP~::::::m~EBa~EBn~d. On the other hand, 
the zeros of the principal symbol of j in T;(Gd/P~(K)) are given by 
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Since ( , ) is positive definite on (m~ n j:>d) and since (n;d)..l. contains 
n; d and m~ n j:>d, the condition (3.42) is clear in this case. 

Applying (3.41) to our situation, we get the following: Letp andp' 
be points in Gd/P~(K)CX which satisfy 7:(p)=7:(p'). Fix a characteristic 
exponent v' E {vi, ... , vj".} of the system Si =0 (i = 1, ... , k) so that (1) 
p ~ supp f3j(f) if v' -vj E Nk_{O} and (2) p E supp f3j(f) for at least one 
j satisfying vj=v'. Then the same statements (1) and (2) also hold for p'. 

Proof of Lemma 1. Retain the above notation and suppose supp 
f3,J:I xP d • Fix a sufficiently small neighborhood U of p in X. Then 
Corollary 6.3 in [19] says the following. There exists a v' E {vi, ... , vj".} 
so that (0) «p-p,iih), ···,(p-p,wk)}-V'ENk and (1) f3~(f)=0 on 
U n Gd/P~(K) for all i satisfying v' -v~ E Nk_{O} and (2) the closure of 
supp f3j(f) in X contains XPd for at least one j with v' =vj. We may 
assume that we can choose the above j equals 1 and that f3i(f) is defined 
coordinate free. 

Let c be a sufficiently small positive number so that l't"«x, se)) E U for 
all s E [0, c]. We remark that supp f3i(f) contains l't"«x, ce)). In fact, if 
supp f3i(f) ~ l't"«x, ce)), there exists a neighborhood V of x in Gd satisfying 
supp f3i(f) n {(l't"«g, ce)) Ig E V}=p and therefore it follows from the unique 
continuation property of f3i(f) along the fibre of 7: that 

supp f3i(f) n {l't"«g, se)) Ig E V and s E (0, c]}=p, 

which contradicts the fact that the closure of supp f3i(f) in X contains 
xP d • The unique continuation property also shows that supp f3i(f)~ 
xM~P~(K) and f3~(f)=0 on a neighborhood of xM~P~(K) in Gd/P~(K) if 
v' -v~ E Nk_{O}. Choose any y E Gd so that yPdcxM~(K)Pd and fix a 
sufficiently small neighborhood Uo of l't"«Y, 0)) in X. We remark that 
supp f3i(f) :I l't"«Y, se)) for all s>O and f3~(f)=0 on Uo n Gd/P~(K) if 
v' -v~ E Nk_{O}. 

Let f' be the column vector formed by {f3j(f)luonGd/P~(K)lvj=v'}. 
Then Theorem 6.2 and Corollary 6.3 in [19] say the following: The vector 
f' satisfies a system of differential equations with regular singularities 
along the set of walls {Yk+lnGd/p~(K), ... , Yl.nGd/p~(K)} with the 
edge Y. Put W(v')={w E WI «p-wl, WI), ... , (p-wl, Wk»)=V'}. Then 
corresponding to any WE W(v'), we can define a boundary value f3!(f') 
of f' so that f3'f(f)=f3;,(f') (c.f. (3.12)). Moreover if f3;,(f')=0 for all 
w E W (v'), then f' = 0 in a neighborhood of Uo n Gd / Pd. This means 
especially W(v')::f:p. Since the point l't"«Y, se)) converges into yP d when 
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s~O, we can conclude supp ~'f(f) :I yPd with at least one w in W(lJ'), 
from which Lemma 1 follows. Q.E.D. 

Proof of Lemma 2. We may assume Spd is compact in GdjPd 
because supp ~AU is compact. 

First we will prove Lemma 2 under the different assumption 

(3.44) <wl-l,wi>~Z for all WE W-{I} and i=l, ",,1'. 

In this case, WC,u) = {w} with the element w E W satisfying p=wl and it is 
clear that it is sufficient to prove Lemma 2 when L(w) = 1. So we assume 
w=wa" Now we use Proposition 6.1 in [7], which says 

(3.45) 

where Cw .- A and CwA are non-zero constants and .r~ is the normalized 
intertwining operator from &I( Gd j P d; LA) to &I( Gd j P d; L.,.}. Since 
[ljJ.c~.cf» is a non-zero multiple of f, we see that ~wA(f)= C.r~~.cf) 
with a constant number C. Now we recall the intertwining operator. It 
is an integral transformation 

.r~: &I(Gdjpd; LA)---+&I(Gdjpd; L wA) 
(3.46) 

; ~(.r~t)~)= Ix t(k)T~(k-lg)dk 
with a kernel function T~ E &I( Gd j P d ; Lw;.)' We will use the identification 

(3.47) 

by the restriction. Then T~=.r~(o) with the Dirac's delta function 0 on 
KdjMd whose support is Md. The function T';;; is meromorphic with 
respect to the parameter lJ E (0:): and if Re <lJ, a><O for all a E l'(o:)+, 
then 

(.r';;;t)(g)=f t(gnw)dn 
N+<l w 

Here N:;,a"=N+ d n wN-dw- 1 and dn is a Haar measure on N~d. Hence 
it is clear that supp T~ is contained in the closure of pdWPd, which we 
denote by P~. Then P~=P1ail=M1iiilPd. Suppose supp ~JCSPd. 
Then it follows from (3.46) that if XPd E supp ~WAf, there exists k E K such 
that k E SPd and k-1x E P~. Therefore x E SPdP~=SM1a;)Pd and we 
have (3.40). 

Now we will consider the original lemma. Choose e>O so that 
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for all liE W(A+Zp), i= 1, .. " /' and Z E C which satisfy li=FA+ZP and 
0< Izi <c. 

We put Z={ZE C; Izl<c}. Identifying f!J(Kd/Md) with f!J(Gd/P d; 
L HZP)' we put Jz=C:?J1Hzp f3lf). We determine the constant C so that 
Jo=f Then Jz defines a function on ZX(Gd/Kd) and the function is 
holomorphic with respect to z. Moreover DJz=X~+zp(D)Jz for all D ED 
(Gd/Kd). Then for a small open set V of Gd/P d, we can define linear 
maps (c.f. Definition 4.3 in [19]): 

(w E W) 

which correspond to characteristic exponents «p - W(A + zp), WI), .. " 
<p-w(A+zp), WI'»)' respectively. We denote by zd(Gd/Kd) the space of 
real analytic functions on Gd/Kd with the holomorphic parameter Z E Z 
and by zf!J(V) the space of hyperfunctions on V with the holomorphic 
parameter Z E Z. Then zd(Gd/Kd; ,A'd) = {ii E Zd(Gd/Kd) I Dii=X~+zp(D)ii 
for all D E D(Gd/Kd)}. The maps ~w have the following property (c.f. 
Theorem 4.5 and Lemma 4.6 in [19]): Fix a w" E W. If ~w(ii)=O for 
all WE W satisfying C<WA-W"A, WI), .. " <WA-W"A, wZ'») E N l' -{O}, then 
~w,,(ii)lz~z" is a non-zero constant multiple of f3f:z"p(iilz~z") for any Z" E Z. 

Let XPd be any point in Gd/P d which is not contained in the compact 
subset U(,u)=UWEW(P)S(w) of Gd/P d. Choose a neighborhood V of xp d 

in Gd/P d so that U(,u) n V =</1. Then we have f3W(Hz"p)(Jlz~z")lv=O for 
all Z" E Z - {O} and all W E W(,u) because A + Z" P satisfies the condition 
(3.44) if Z" E Z-{O}. Hence for all WE W(,u), we obtain ~w(J)lz-{o}=O 
and therefore ~w(J)=O by the analytic continuation, which means f3f(f) Iv 
equal identically zero because they are constant multiples of ,8w(J) Iz~o, 
respectively. Thus we can conclude supp f3J n V = </1 and we finish the 
proof of Lemma 2. Q.E.D. 

§ 4. Proof of Theorem 1 (First reduction) 

First we review the results on Hd-orbits on Gd/P d according to [9]. 
Let l'n(Ct~) denote the subset in l'(Ct~) defined by 

where CtI=Ct~ n lid. Put qda=fd n qd+j:Jd n lid. Then a normalized qda_ 
orthogonal system Q of l'a(Ct~) is a set of root vectors {XPl' .. " X pk} 

satisfying the following three conditions. 
(i) f3i E l'a(Ct~) and X Pi E gd(Ct~; f3i) n qda for i = 1, .. " k. 
(ii) [XPi' X pj] = [XPi' aXpj]=0 for i=Fj. 
(iii) 2<f3i' f3i)B(Xpi' aXp,) = -1 for i = 1, .. " k 
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where B( , ) is the Killing form on gd and < , ) is the bilinear form on a~* 
induced from B( , ). 

Let S denote the set of normalized qda-orthogonal systems of Za(a~) 
and S' the subset of S consisting of Q={Xfil' "', X fik } such that k<l 
(l = dim a). For a Q={Xfil' .. " X fik } E S, we put 

Proposition 3 ([9]). ( i) For every x E G d , there exist Q E Sand 
w E W such that 

(ii) lfrank (G/H) > rank (K/Kn H), then S'=S. 
(iii) Let Q and w be elements of Sand W, respectively. Then 

Hdc(Q)WPd is open in Gd if and only if Q=rjJ and w E Wo. 
(iv) Let Q and w be elements of Sand W, respectively, and suppose 

that rank (G/H) = rank (K/K n H). Then Hdc(Q)WP d is closed in Gd if 
and only if Q E S\S'. Moreover let QO={Xfil' "', Xfi,} be an element of 
S\S'. Then every closed Hd-orbit on Gd/P d can be written as Hdc(Qo)WP d 

with some w E W. 

Proposition 3 is an easy consequence of Theorem 2, Theorem 3, 
Proposition 1 and Proposition 2 in [9]. 

Now we prepare notations in the case of rank (G/H) = rank (K/K n H). 
Let Qo be an element of S\S' and put a;=Ad (c(Qo))a:. Then a; is a 
maximal abelian subspace of 1Jd contained in 1Jd n f)d ([9], Theorem 2). 
By Proposition 3 (iv), we can choose a complete set of representatives 
{Xl' "', xm} of closed Hd-orbits on Gd/P d such that Ad(xj)a:=a; for 
j = 1, .. " m. For a f-1- E (a~); and for j = 1, .. " m, we define an element 
f-1-j E (a;); by f-1-J = f-1- 0 Ad(xj)-l. For each j = 1, .. " m, we put Z(a;); = 
{aj I a E Z(a~)+} and n+j=Ad(xj)n+ d • A root a in Z(a~) is said to be a 
compact (resp. noncompact) root if gd(a~; a)cf)d (resp. gd(a;; a) \tf)d). 

Theorem 1. Let J. be an element of(a~); satisfying Re<J., &»0 for 
all & E Z(a~) + • Suppose that there exists a nonzero function f in 

d K(G/H; vltJ n V(G/H). 

Then 
(i) rank (G/H) = rank (K/Kn H) and 
(ii) supp f3J~ is contained in the union of closed Hd-orbits on Gd/P d • 
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Now we suppose afurther condition that supp ~J~CHdXjpd. Then 
we have 

(iii) Re OJ, a»Ofor every noncompact simple root a in 2(a~);. 

Remark (i) Let (IT, V) be a discrete series for GjH. By [18] p. 
463, every formally selfadjoint operator in D(GjH) extends to a selfadjoint 
operator. Thus V(GjH) has a spectral decomposition for D(GjH). It 
follows from the irreducibility of (IT, V) that V is realized in a simultaneous 
eigenspace for D(GjH) in V(GjH). 

Let Vx be the subspace of K-finite elements in V. Letfbe an element 
in V x' Realizing f as a function on G, f is proved to be analytic on G by 
[17], Vol. II, p. 177, Appendix. Thus Vx is realized in 

d x(GjH; vltJ n V(GjH) 

for some A E (a:); such that Re <A, IX)::?:O for all IX E 2(a:)+ (since X~l= 
xt for w E W). 

(ii) The regularity of Aj for compact simple roots will be proved in 
Theorem 3. 

The proof of this theorem is reduced to Lemma 1 in Section 3 and 
to the following lemma which is proved in the following sections. 

Lemma 3. Let A be an element of (a:); satisfying Re (A, IX)::?:O for 
all IX E 2(a:)+ and let x be an element of Gd • Suppose that one of the 
following three conditions is satisfied. 

(i) rank (GjH):f:rank (KjK n H). 
(ii) HdXPd is not closed in Gd. 
(iii) rank(G/H)=rank(KjKnH) and there is a j(l<j<m) such 

that HdxPd=HdxjPd and that Re (Aj, a)=O for a noncompact simple 
root a in 2(a~);. 

Then there exist subsets el> .. " eN in lJf satisfying the following two 
conditions. 

(a) The set HdXM~l" ·M~NPd contains inner points in Gd. 
(b) Define subsets Ao, .. " AN in WA inductively by Ao={A} and 

Ai = {IJ E WA I There exists a f1 E Ai -1 such that Re <IJ, W j)::?: Re <f1, W j) for 
all j with IXj E lJf\fJi} (i=l, "', N). Then 

(Re <f1, Oh), .. " Re <f1, (/)z») ~ (- =, O)Z 

for all f1 E AN' 

Proof of Theorem 1. Since r; and ~). are bijective (Remark in § 3), 
we have ~J~:f:O. Suppose first that (i) is not true. Then we will get a 
contradiction. Let xp d be a point in supp ~J~. Since the assumption 
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(i) in Lemma 3 holds, there exist 810 .. " 8 N C 1J! satisfying ( a) and (b) in 
Lemma 3. By (a), there exist m i E M~, (i = 1, .. " N) such that Hdxml 
.. ·mNP d is open in Gd • Applying Lemma 1, we see that there exists a 

p. E Ai such that 

for every i =0, .. " N. Thus there exists a f1. E AN such that supp fipf~ 
contains inner points in GdjPd. By (b) and Proposition 2, f is not con
tained in V(GjH). Thus we have a contradiction to f E V(GjH) and we 
have proved (i). 

Next suppose that (ii) is not true. Then there is an x E supp fiJ~ 
such that HdXp d is not closed in GdjPd. Since the assumption (ii) in 
Lemma 3 holds, we can easily get a contradiction by the same argument 
as in the proof of (i). 

The proof of (iii) is similar to the above ones. Q.E.D. 

§ 5. Proof of Lemma 3 (Second reduction) 

An orthogonal system Q in 2.(a:) is by definition a subset {fih .. " fik} 
in 2.(a:) such that <fit, fi j) = 0 for i =1= j. Let S denote the set of ortho
gonal systems in 2.(a:) and S' the subset in S consisting of orthogonal 
systems with less than I elements. If Q={XPl' .. " Xpk } is a normalized 
qda-orthogonal system of 2.(a:), then Q={fih "', fik} is an element of S. 

Lemma 4. Let A be an element of a:* such that <A, a»O for all 
a E 2(a:) + • Then for every Q E S' and w E W, there exist a Wo E Wo, an 
integer N > 1 and subsets 8 0, 81> .. " 8 N -I in 1J! satisfying the following three 
conditions. 

(i) woQ E « 0), 

(ii) W-IWOI E We, ' .. WSN _ l ' 

(iii) Put 8 N =80• Then A, 810 .. " 8 N satisfy the condition (b) in 
Lemma 3. 
Here « 0) is the subspace in a:* spanned by 8 0, 

This lemma is proved in the following sections. So in the rest of 
this section we will prove Lemma 3 assuming Lemma 4. 

Proof of Lemma 3. Let A be an element of (a:);. Then we can 
write uniquely that A=Re A+ImA where Re A(resp. 1m A) is an element in 
(a:); which is real-valued (resp. pure imaginary-valued) on a:. Since 
1m A has no contribution to the statement of Lemma 3, we may assume 
that A E a:*. 
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(1) The cases of (i) and (ii). Assume the condition (i) in Lemma 3. 
Then by Proposition 3 (i) and (ii), we can write 

(5.1) HdxPd=Hdc(Q)WPd with some Q E 5' and WE W. 

When the condition (ii) in Lemma 3 holds, we also have (5.1) by Proposi
tion 3 (i) and (iv). 

Applying Lemma 4 to 1, Q and w, we have wo, eo, .. "eN-I satisfying 
the three conditions in Lemma 4. We have only to prove (a) in Lemma 
3 (eN=eO)' We have 

HdXM~" .. M~NPd =HdxPd M~" .. M~NPd 

=HdC(Q)wM~" . ·M~~d 

:::JHdC(Q)WW-IWOIM~NPd (by Lemma 4 (ii» 

=HdWOI(WOC(Q)WOI)M~NPd 

:::JHdWOlpd (by Lemma 4 (i». 

Since Wo E Wo, Hdwr;lpd is open in Gd by Proposition 3 (iii). 
(II) The case of (iii). Let at be the root in 1J! given by ai = 

aoAd(xj). Since the Lie algebra of XjM1ii;}Xjl contains gd(a~; -a) and 
since gd(a~; _a)¢fjd, we have dim HdxjM1ii;)pd> dim HdxjPd. Now 
we can apply the result obtained in (I) to an element y E HdXjM1ii;)pd 
not contained in HdXjPd and obtain e1> .. " e Nc1J! satisfying conditions 
(a) and (b) for y and 1. It is clear that (a) is satisfied for Xj if e1> .. " eN 
are replaced by {ail, eh •• " eN' Thus we have only to prove (b) for the 
sequence {ail, e1> .. " eN' Put A' ={,u E Wl I <,u, Wk»(A, Wk) for k*i}. 
Then we have only to prove that A'=Ao. Let,u be an element in A'. 
Then ,u can be written as ,u=l- .L;f=l Cka k with some nonnegative real 
numbers C1> ""C l " Since <,u,w")=(A-.L;L1ckak,W,,)=(A,w,,)-c,, 
for h= 1, .. " I', it follows from the definition of A' that ,u=l-ctat. 
Since (A, ai)=o, we have <,u, ,u)=<l-ctat, l-ciat)=<l, l)+d<at, at). 
Since <,u, ,u) = (A, l), we have ct=O and therefore we have proved that 
A'=Ao. Q.E.D. 

§ 6. Proof of Lemma 4 (Third reduction) 

Since a: is O-stable, 0 acts on ~(a:). We call such a pair ('s(a:), 0) 
a O-system. A O-system ('s(a:), 0) is decomposed to irreducible ones and 
it is clear that we have only to prove Lemma 4 for an irreducible O-system 
('s(a:), 0). 

In order to classify irreducible O-systems, we can use (generalized) 
Satake diagrams as in [17], Vol. 1, p. 30. A list of root systems for all 
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the irreducible semisimple symmetric spaces is given in [13] (c.f. [20]). 
Following the list, we can write the Satake diagrams for all the irreducible 
8-systems corresponding to semisimple symmetric spaces as follows. 

( 1) AI 

(2) All 

(3) AlII 

(4) BI 

CI 

(5) CII 

0--0- • • • • •• --0----0 

I ¥ ~ ~ 
0- •••••• -0--.- •••••• ~ •••••• --0 

L ...... ~ ...... ~ 
0--- • • • • • • • • -o-----e--- • • • • • • • • ---==':>_ 

0--- •••••••• ---0----.----- •••••••• -~ (l=J:.l/=;*) 

e---D---*- • ~ • • • • -o-----e--- •••••• _~ 

e---D---*- •••••••• ~¢= 

BIIl* e---D---*-' ••••••• --0 e===jo 

(6) DI 

(7) DIll 

(8) G 

(9) FI 

FII 

FIII* 

0--- ••• • • • -o-----e---

o--- ••••••• ~ 

0--- ••••••• -< 
...... -< 

~ ...... -< 
~ ...... -<J 

~o 
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(10) EI 

EIV 

(11) Ell 

EIII 

(12) EV 

EVI 

EVIl 

(13) EVIII 

EIX 

T. Oshima and T. Matsuki 

~ 
o • 1. 0 

~ 
cf • I · ~ 

~ 
~ 
0----0 • I · 0 

~ 
~ 

(14) ~(a:)=~l U (}~l (~I is a connected Dynkin diagram) 

Here the diagrams with asterisks do not exist in the original Satake 
diagrams. 

Let w* be the unique element in W satisfying w*~(a:)+ = - ~(a:)+. 
Then w*(} is an involutive automorphism of ~(a:) such that w*(}~(a)+ = 
~(a)+. We will first give a proof of Lemma 4 in the cases of (1) with 
1 =2 and (14). 

(I) Proof of Lemma 4 in the case of(1) with I =2. Put 7p" ={al> a2}. 
When w-IQ=¢, {al}, {-al}, {a2} or {-a2}, we put WO=w-1 and N=1. 
Then it is clear that 80 and Wo satisfy the conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) in 
Lemma 4 if we put eo = {all or {a2}. 

Thus we may assume that w- IQ={al+a2} or {-al-a2}. Since w*(} 
is an automorphism of ~(a:) satisfying w*(}al=a2 and w*(}a2=ab we may 
assume that <.<, (01»('<' (02). Put Wijl=WW"., eo={al}' e l={a2} and N= 
2. Then (i) and (ii) in Lemma 4 are clear. (iii) is proved as follows. If 
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!.I E AI, then <!.I, W2)=<W"'2!.1, W"2W2) = <W"2!.1, WI-W2). Since W"2l.! E Al and 
since A is dominant for l'(a:)+, we have <Wii2l.!, WI)~<A, WI) and <Wii2l.!, wz) 

sO, W2)' Hence we have 

<l.!, wZ)=<Wii2l.!, WI-WZ»O, WI)-<A, wz»O. 

On the other hand if f-l E Az, then <f-l, wz) > (l.!, wz) for some !.I E Al by the 
definition of Az• Thus we have (f-l, wz) ~O for every f-l E A2 and therefore 
we have proved (iii). Q.E.D. 

(II) Proof of Lemma 4 in the case of (14). Let W be an element in 
{WI' "', WI'} which is orthogonal to 0l'1' Then w=w-Ow is an element 
in {WI' .. " WI}' Since w*O is an involutive automorphism of l'(a:) com
muting with 0, We may assume that 

0, W»(A, w*Ow). 

Since l'aCa:)=ifJ, we have S' = {ifJ}· For aWE W, we put N =2, 8 o=<fo 
and 8 1 = 1Jf n 0l'1' Wo E We is defined as follows. There exists a unique 
pair (u, u) of elements in W such that w=uu and that u(resp. u) acts 
trivially on 0l'1 (resp. l'1)' Put WOI=U(OUO). Then (i) and (ii) in Lemma 
4 is clear. Let !.I be an element in AI' Then we have <!.I, w»O, w) by 
the definition of Al and we have <l.!, -OW)~<W*A, -Ow) since -OW E 
{WI> .. " wd and since -w* A is dominant for l'(a:) + • Thus we have 

<l.!, w)=(l.!, w-OW)~(A, W)-(A, w*Ow»O, 

proving (iii) in Lemma 4 (Az = AI)' Q.E.D. 

Put a:+={YEa:\a(Y»O for all aEl'(a:)+} and R_=-R+= 
{tE R\tsO}. 

Lemma 5. Suppose that (l'(a:), 0) is irreducible and is neither of type 
(1) with I =2 nor of type (14). Let A be an element of a:* such that <A, a> 
~ 0 for all l'(a:) + • Then for every Q E S' there exists an W E {WI> .. " WI} 
satisfying the following two conditions. 

(i) Put 8~={aE1Jf\(a,w)=<a,w*Ow)=O}. Then there exists a 
W6 E We such that 

w6Qc<8~). 

(ii) For every w' E W satisfying <w'w, a:+)rtR_ and <w'w, A»O, 
there exist an integer N> 1, subsets 8 1, •• " 8 N- I of 1Jf and elements 
W(I), .. " W(N) in W W satisfying the following four conditions. 

(a) W(N) =w and wei) E WeiW(i+l) for i = 1, .. " N-1. 
(b) 0, W(I)>O. 
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(c) There exists a sequence of simple roots rlo •• " r k E 'Iff satisfying 
wrk " ·wr,W'al=al(1) and 

for some ci>o (i=I, "', k). 
(d) For every i= 1, .. " N -1 andj= 1, .. " I', 

if <;vi' ,.,(i»>O, then;v d: C\ • L<...... L<j'j'V'i' 

if <ai' al(i»<O, then aj $ ra l U ... U rai - I· 

This lemma is proved in Section 7. Assuming this lemma, we prove 
Lemma 4 in the rest of this section. 

Now we review two well-known facts about the Bruhat ordering in 
the Weyl group W. These facts will be also used in Section 8. For a w 
in W, let W=WI'" Wn be a reduced (minimal) expression of w by the 
reflections Wlo •• " Wn with respect to simple roots in l'(a:) + • Then we 
put I(w)=n. 

Proposition 4 ([3]). Let wand w' be two elements in W. Then the 
following two conditions are equivalent. 

(i) Let W=WI' .. Wn be a reduced expression ofw by the reflections 
WI, .. " Wn with respect to simple roots in l'(a:) + • Then w' can be written 
as 

(ii) There exist elements w(o>, .. " W(k) in W satisfying the following 
three conditions. 

(a) w(O)=w, W(k)=W'. 
(b) W(i)(W(i-l»-l is a reflection with respect to some root in l'(a:) for 

i=l, .. " k. 
(c) l(w(t»<l(w(i-l» for i = 1, .. " k. 

Proposition 5 ([4], p. 250, 7.7.2 Lemme). Let p. be an element in a: 
satisfying <p., a»Ofor all a E l'(a:)+ and let wand w' be elements in W. 
Suppose that WW'-l is a reflection with respect to a root f3 in l'(a:)+ and 
that l(w')</(w). Then w'p.-wp. E R+f3. 

Proof of Lemma 4. By the first part of this section, we may assume 
that (l'(a:>, ()) is irreducible and is neither of type (1) with I =2 nor of type 
(14). 

Let Q and w be arbitrary elements in S' and W, respectively. By 
Lemma 5 (i), there are a w~ in We and an al in {alh .• " all} satisfying w~Q 
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c<I9~). If <W-1W~-lW, a:+)r;eR_ and <W-1W~-IW, A)~O, then we put w' = 
W-1W~-1 and wo=w~. Otherwise we put W'=W-1W~-IW* and wo=w*w~. 
Then we have woQc<I9~). It is clear that the condition <w'w, a:+)r;eR_ 
and <w'w, A»O or the condition <w'w', a:+)r;eR_ and <w'w', A»O is 
satisfied. Here w' = w*8w = - w* w is an element in {WI' .. " WI}' Since 
there is an involutive automorphism -w* of (l'(a:), 8) such that -w*w= 
w', we may assume that <w'w, a:+)r;eR_ and <w'w, A»O. 

Put 190 = {a E W I <a, w)=O}. Then (i) in Lemma 4 is clear from the 
above argument. By Lemma 5 (ii) (a), there exist W(I) E WeI' ... , W(N -1) 
E WeN_ I such that W(1)=W(I) .. ·W(N-l)W. Put w"=wr•·· . wnw' as in (c). 

Then w" w =W(I). Clearly there is a w(O) in We. such that w" = W(I) ... 
W(N-l)W(O). Since a reduced expression of w" can be obtained as a sub
expression from an arbitrary expression of w", it follows from (c), Proposi
tion 4 and Proposition 5 that w' can be expressed by a subexpression of 
w". Thus we have w' E WeI' .. W eN _I We. and (ii) in Lemma 4 is proved. 

Lastly we will prove (iii) in Lemma 4. We have only to prove for 
i = I, ... , N that 

(6.1) For every f1 E At, there exists a lJ E A i - 1 such that 

<f1, W(i+l)><lJ, w(i). 

Here we put W(N + 1) = w. If (6.l) is proved, then for every f( E AN we have 

and we have proved (iii). 
We will prove (6.1). Since W(i+l)=W(i)W(i), we have <f1, W(i+l)= 

<f1, w(t)w(t)=«W(i)-If1 , w(i). Since (W(i)-If1 E Ai, there is a lJ E Ai - 1 

such that «W(t)-If1, Wj»<lJ, Wj) for aj E W\I9i by the definition of Ai' 
On the other hand, since «W(i)-If1 , -Wk)~<A, -wk) and <lJ, -wk)= 
<A, -Wk) for a" E W\(19 1 U ... U 19 i - 1), we have 

«W(i)-lf1, -Wk)~<lJ, -Wk) if a k E W\(191 U ... U 19i-1)' 

Since w(i) = ",\,l' <a. W(i)W we have L.-JJ =1 J' J' 

<f1, W(i+l)=«W(i)-If1 , w(i)~<lJ, W(i) 

by (d) in Lemma 5 for i = 1, .. " N -1. When i =N, (6.1) is clear from 
the definition of AN since I9N=l9o. Q.E.D. 

§ 7. Proof of Lemma 5 

In the following lemma a part of Lemma 5 is proved. 
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Lemma 6. Suppose ('s(a:), (}) is irreducible and is not of the type (1), 
(2), (6), (10) nor (14). Then we have the followings. 

( i ) Let ()' denote the restriction of () to a:. Then ()' E WOo 
(ii) Let 13 be a root in 's.(a:). Then the maximum root a in Wf3 with 

respect to the order 's(a:)+ is contained in W of3(c's.(am and -w*a=a. 
(iii) Let a be as in (ii). Then there is an i (1 < i < I) such that a = Ca(J)i. 

Here Ca is a constant given by ca=t<a, a) if <a, a»<ai, ai), ca=<a, a) 
if <a, a)=t<ai' a i) and ca=i<a, a) if <a, a)=t<ai, ai). 

(iv) For every Q E 8', there is an a given in (ii) satisfying wo(Q)c<eo) 
for some Wo E Wo where eo={iX E 1Jf I <iX, a)=O}. 

Proof ( i ) If ('s(a:), (}) is the same root system with an involution 
as that of a real simple Lie algebra, then there is a strongly orthogonal 
system {r l, ... , r l} in 's.(a:) (I =dim a) when ('s(a:), (}) is not of the type 
(1), (2), (6), (10) nor (14). Thus ()' = w7I ••• Wrz E WOo When ('s(a:), (}) is 
of type BIll or CI, (i) is clear from the cases of CIl or BI, respectively. 
The proof in the case of FIll is easy. 

(ii) Put u+ ={Y E a I a(Y»O for all a E 's(a)+}. Then there is a 
unique root a in Wof3 n u+ since u+ is a fundamental domain for W(a)= 
Wol.. Since u+ cu:+, a is the maximum root in Wf3. Since -w*a has 
the same length as a, we have -w*a E Wa. Thus -w*a=a since 
-w*a E u+. 

(iii) First we will prove that there exists a Q = {f3l' ... , f3l-l} E 8' 
such that <a, f3i)=O for i=l, ... , I-I. Let Q={f3h ... , 13k} be a max
imal element in 8' satisfying <a, f3i) = 0 for i = 1, ... , k. Suppose that 
k<l-i. Then w=wawfi1 · .. wfik (}' E Wo fixes the subspace E of a:* which 
is generated by a,f3h ···,f3k and al. Put WE={WE Wlw,u=,u for all 
,u E E}. Since w is not the identity and since WE is generated by the 
reflections contained in WE' there is a root 13 E 's.(a:) which is orthogonal 
to a,f3h ... , 13k. Thus we have a contradiction to the maximalityof Q 
and therefore k=l-i. 

Since a is dominant for 's(a)+, the subgroup 

W(a)a={w E W(a)lwa=a} 

of W(a) is generated by simple reflections (i.e. reflections with respect to 
simple roots) contained in W(a)a. Since wfi11., ... , Wfi'_ll. is contained in 
W(a)a, the roots 131, ···,131-1 can be written as linear combinations of the 
simple roots contained in W(a)a. Thus the number of such simple roots 
must be 1-1 and so there is an i (1 < i < /) such that a is a constant 
multiple of (J)i. (The constant can be easily calculated.) 

(iv) Let Q={f3h ... , 13k} be an element in 8'. Then there is a 
13 E 's.(a:) which is orthogonal to f3h ... , 13k by the same argument in (iii). 
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By (ii), there is a Wo e Wu such that a=wof3 is maximum in Wf3. Then it 
is clear that a and Wo satisfy (iv). Q.E.D. 

Proof of Lemma 5. Suppose (.l'(a~, 8) is not of type (1), (2), (6) nor 
(10). Then we put W=Wt which is a constant multiple of a in Lemma 6 
(ii). Hence Lemma 5 (i) is proved in Lemma 6 (iv). Let w' be an element 
in W satisfying <w'w, a:+)ctR_. Then it is clear that w'we c;;I.l'(a:)+ 
and therefore <w'w, A»O. It is easy to show that the condition (c) in 
Lemma 5 (ii) is satisfied for some W(I) e C;;IW. Hence we have only to give 
for every w(l)eW a list of N, 8 h "',8N_b W(2), ···,W(N-l) satisfying the 
conditions (a) and (d) in Lemma 5 (ii) in these cases. (The constant ca· 
has no effect on the proof.) 

In the following we will prove Lemma 5 for each (.l'(a:), 8) of type 
from (1) to (13). 

In the cases of (1), (2) and (3), we take an orthonormal basis {eh •• " 

}.. R L'+1 d t 711" - -eL'+1 In an represen 'If as al=el-e2, "', aL,=eL,-eL'+I' 

(1) AI (1=1'=1=2) C>----O-- • • • • • • ---0-<> 

aZ'_l· az' 

Suppose that 1>3. Put w=w2=el+e2 (mod R(el+· .. +eL'+I»' Then 
W'=WL'_I= -(eL,+eL'+I) (mod R(el+· .. +eL'+I»' 

Proof of (i). Let Q={f3h "', 13k} be an element in S'=S. Since 
Wu = W is the group of all the permutations of {I, .. " I' + I}, there is a 
Wo e Wu such that W0/31 =al and wo/32=aL" Then it is clear that woQc « 0), 

Proof of (ii). Ww={ei +ej 11 <i<j<l' + I}. Ifw'w=ei +e j (i<j), 
then we put N = 3, 

81={al> .. " ai-I}, 

w(l) =w'w=ei +e j , 

82={a2, "', ai_I}, 
w(2)=el+ej • 

If I = 1, then we put w=w' =tah 80=p and N = 1. 

(2) All .---o---e- •.•••• ~ 

S={p} and the others are the same as (1). 

(3) AlII 
~ ~ ~ ~ 0--. • • • • • ---0--..-. • • • • • ---.--0-. • • • • .---0 

L ...... ~ ...... ~ 
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w=e1-eZ'+1' For every i (1 <i <[I), we put N =2, 

In the cases of (4) and (5), we take an orthonormal basis {e1, •• " ez'} in 
R Z' and represent 1Jf as a 1 =e1-eZ' •• " al'-l =eZ'_l-e!" az,=ez' if 2(a:) 
is of type Bz" (a!,=2e z- if 2(a:) is of type Cz") 

(4) BI 0-- . . --0----.-- . . . . . -«:::::::>. 
al at az+! al'-l aL' 

CI 0-- . . . . . --0----.-- . . . . . -e<===-

(a) If w=e1, then we put N =2, W(l) =e!" 8 1 ={al> .. " at'-l}' 
(b) Suppose that w=e1+e2• Then for everyw(l)=ai (l<i<ll-l), 

we put N =3, 

8 2={aZ' "', ail· 

(5) ClI ~ •••••• --0---.- •••••• -e~ 

~ •••••• --o .: I, 

BIII ~ •••••• --o---e:====»o 

w=e1+eZ and the others are the same as (4) (b). 

In the cases of (6) and (7), we put al=e1-eZ'" ',aZ'-l=e!'-l- el', 

al,=el'-l+el' where {e" "', ed is an orthonormal basis in RZ'. 

(6) DI o--- •••••• ~ 

0-- •••••• -<J 
0-- •••••• -< 

~al'-l ...... 
aL' -2 lil' 

Proof of (i). (a) If [ is odd, then we put w = WI = e1 and it is easy to 
show (i). 

(b) Suppose that [ is even. Since there is a strongly orthogonal 
system with [ elements in 2.(a:), Lemma 6 holds in this case. 

Proof of (ii). (a) Since <a:+, -e i ) cR_ for i = 1, .. " [I -1, we 
have wlw=ei for some i = 1, .. " [lor wlw= -ez,. We put W(l) =el, if 
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(;(, eZ') >0 and we put w(1) = -el' otherwise. Then it is easy to see that 
Lemma!4 (ii) (c) is satisfied. Put N =2. 

(7) 

If w(I)=ezl, then we put 191= {ai, ... , al'_I}' 
If W(I) = -eZI then we put Eill={ab •. " a Z'-2' a z'}. 

(b) w=el+ez' If w(I)=ai (l::::;'i::::;'I' -2), then we put N =3, 

If W(I) =az'-I> then we put N =2,191 ={al> .. " al'-2' a l,}. 
If W(I) =az" then we put N =2, 19 1 ={a" .. " a l,_,}. 

-:< &Z'-1 ...... 
aL'_2 al' 

DIll 

~ ...... ~ 

w=el+e2 and the others are the same as (6) (b). 

(8) G 

(a) (b) 

Suppose <aI, al) =3 and <a2, a z) = 1. Put N =3. 
(a) If w=w2, then we put 

w(I)=2a2, 191 = {a l}, 
w(2)=3wI-W2, 192 = {a2}· 

(b) If w=WI> then we put 
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(9) FI 

FII e ;e 0 

FIll O.---«==;;>4Iet--~o 

We put al=e1-e2, a2=e2-ea, aa=ea, a4=t(e4-el-e2-ea) where 
{eb e2, ea, e4} is an orthonormal basis in R4. Put N =3. 

(a) co=w4=2e4. 
If co(1) =2a4, then we put 8 1={ab a2, a~}, co(2)=e!+e2+ea+e4=wa-w4, 

8 2 = {a4}. 

If CO(I) =2aa, then we put 8 1 ={ab a2}, CO(2) =2e1=2W1-w40 8 2 = {a2, aa, 

(b) co=wl=e1+e4 (if's(a:, (j) is of type FI or FIll). 
If CO(I) =ab then we put 8 1={a2,aa,a4}, co(2)=e2+e4=w2-wb 8 2 = {al}' 
If co(I)=a2, then we put 8 1 = {aa, a4}, co(2)=e4 -el=w4-wb 8 2 ={ab a2, 

(10) EI 

EIV o>----ilet----lIt----<e--o 

Put co=we and co' =WI' Then (i) is clear from [14], p. 417 and p. 419. 
If (ah at> =2 (1 <i <6), then 

W6 =t(2a1 +4a2+ 6aa +3a4 + 5a5 +4(6)· 

For every W E W, we write WW6 as 

for the sake of simplicity if wW6=Halal+a~2+aaa3+a4a4+a5a5+a6(6)' 

Using this notation, W W6 is described as Fig. 1 where.Q! denot~s the 
reflection with respect to at. 

By Lemma 5 (ii) (c), wehave only to consider the case of CO(I) =21g21 
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24654 (6) 24651 (5) 24621 
3 -- 3 - 3~ 

24321 

~3~ 
24321 21321 ",/ 

O~ ~,,~,,~1) 
21321 // -11321 

3Y'/~"X:S:) . ~ 3 
...... 21021 ,,/ -11321 
(~'~,,><1:) 7 0 

210-11 -11021 
~O ~ ~O~) 

210-1-2 -110-11 -1-2021 
O~) ~ O~) (~O 

-110-1-2 -1-20-11 
o ~//",~ O~) 

,/"-1-20-1-2 ...... , -1-2-3-11 
, 0 ~) "",,~O......J!) 

-1-2-3-1-2"", -1-2-3-11 cy 0......J!) , ... ,~-3 

-1-2-3-4-2 -1-2-3-1-2" ......... 
0......J!) <;Y -3 ' 

-1-2-3-4-2 
-3 

(3)J 
-4-5-6-4-2 (1) -1-5-6-4-2 (2) -1~2-6-4-2 

-3 +- -3 -- -3 

Fig. 1. 
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and the cases that W(I) is contained in the middle domain of Fig. I. In 
the followings we use the abbreviation such as 

_ (56) _ _ (234) _ _ _ 21021 
W6~WS-WS~WI+WS-WS= 0 

which means that we put N = 3, 

W(2)=WS-WS, w(l)=WI+WS-ws=t(2al+a2+2&S+&6)' 

6J2={aS' a6}, 6J 1={a2, as, a4}. 

_ (56) _ _ (234) _ + _ _ 21021 
W6~WS-WS~Wl Ws-Ws= 0 
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(6) (2345) 210-11 
W6~W.-WS~WI+WS-W.= 0 

(1) _ + _ _ _ -110-11 
~W2 WS-WI-W.= 0 

(12) _ _ _ _ -1-20-11 
~W3+WS-W2-W. = 0 

(123) _ _ _ -1-2-3-11 
~W4+WS-W3= 0 

(1234) -1-2-3-11 
~WS-W4= -3 

_ (23456) _ _ 210-1-2 
Ws )WI-W6= 0 

I (1) _ _ __ -110-1-2 
~W2-WI-WS- 0 

_ (12356) _ _ -11321 
Ws ) W4 -WI = 3 

(4) _ _ _ -11321 
~Wa-WI-W4= 0 

(34) _ + _ _ _ -11021 
~W2 W.-WI-W3= 0 

(234) _ _ -1-2021 
~W.-W2= 0 

(11) Ell 

EIlI rf • I 
• "'0 

W=W4• In this case we use the abbreviation such as 

12321 (4) 12321 (12356) 00000 
2 ) 1 ) 1 

II II II 
w 4 ) W 3-W4 ~ 2w4-W3 

which means that we put N = 3, 

W(2) =W3-W4=&1 + 2&2+ 3&a +&4 + 2&. +&s, 

w(1) =2W4 -W3 =&4, 



(12) EV 

EVI 

EVIl 
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12321 (4) 12321 (12356) 00000 
2 ) 1 ) 1 
II II II 
w4 ) W3-W4 ~ 2w4 -W3 

12321 (2345) 11111 
2 ) 0 
II II 
W4~Wj+W6-W4-

(2356) 10000 
o 
II 

-~ 2wj-wz 

(1356) 

(1256) 

(1236) 

(1235) 

01000 
o 
II 

2wZ-wj-W3 

00100 
o 
II 

2wa-Wz-W4-WS 

00010 
o 
II 

2WS-W3-W6 

00001 
o 
11 

2W6-WS 

o---o>----"-r-.-------<0 

m=w7 and we use the same abbreviation as in (11). 

123432 (7) 123431 (1-6) 000001 
2--~) 2 ) 0 

II II II 
w7 --~) W6 -W7 ----+) 2W7 -W6 

375 
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123432 (2-7) 100000 

123432 (3-7) 122210 
2 ) 1 
II II 
w7 ) W2-W7 

2 ) 0 
II II 
w7 ) 2WI-W2 

(2) 112210 (13456) 010000 
1 ) 0 
II II 

WI +WS-W2-W7~2w2-WI-W3 

(23) 111210 (12456) 001000 
1 ) 0 
II II 

Wl+ w. -ws -w7~2w3-W2-W4 

(234) 111110 (12356) 000100 
1 ) 0 
II II 

~Wl+WS +wa -w. -w7~2w. -ws-ws -ws 
(12346) 

{12345) 

000000 
1 
/I 

2ws-w, 

000010 
o 
II 

2w S-W,-W1 

(13) EVIlI 

EIX 

m=WI and we use the same abbreviation as in (11). 

2345642 (1) 1345642 (2-8) 1000000 
3 ) 3 ) 0 
II II II 
WI --~) W2-WI ) 2W1-W2 

2345642 (1-7) 0123432 (3-8) 0100000 
3 ) 2 ) 0 
II II II 
WI ) Wa-WI ) 2w2-W1-WS 
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2345642 (1-7) 0123432 (4-8) 0122210 
3 ~ 2 ~ 1 
II II II 
WI )W8-Wf":--~W3-WI-W8 Wz 

(34) 

Wz 

(345) 

w2+ 

(23457) 

(23456) 

0000000 
1 
II 

2w6 - Ws 

0000010 
o 
II 

2cii7 - Ws - W8 

2345642 (1-7) 0123432 (8) 0123431 (2-7) 0000001 
3 ) 2 ~ 2 ) 0 
II II II II 
Wl ) W6-Wl~W7-Wl-W8~2cii8-W7 

Thus we have proved Lemma 5. 

§ 8. Proof of Theorem 2 

377 

Q.E.D. 

Theorem 2. Suppose that rank (G j H) = rank (Kj K n H) and let A be 
an element of (a:)~ satisfying Re <A, a) >0 for all a E l'(a:) + • Then we 
have the following Be-isomorphism 

m 
'1)-1 of!iJ.: EB ~kd(Gd.jP'!.; L.)~d K(GjH;.4.) nV(GjH) 

j",l 

by Flensted-Jensen's isomorphism '1) and the Poisson transform f!iJ •• 

The proof of Theorem 2 is reduced to Lemma 2 in Section 3 and to 
the following lemma. 
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Lemma 7. Let 1 be an element of a:* satisfying (1, a) >0 for all 
a e 'Iff and suppose that HdXP'L is a closed subset in Gd. Suppose that we 
W satisfies (w1, wk»O for some k (l<k<I). Let w=wrN " ,wr1 be a 
reduced expression ofw by the reflections with respect to roots in 'Iff. Then 
the subset 

has no inner points in Gd. 

Using these lemmas we will first prove Theorem 2. By Theorem 1 
(ii) and by the fact that {31=C(}'Jll with some constant c (§ 3), we have 
only to prove the following. 

(8.1) If g e &ika(GdjPd; LA), then 7)-1 0 (}'J.(g) e V(GjH). 

(8.1) is proved as follows. Put f=7)- l o(}'J.(g). Then g=C-l{3J~. 
By Proposition 2 in Section 3, we have only to prove that supp {3wJ~ has 
no inner points if Re (w1, w k ) >0 for some k (1 <k<l). Let w' be an 
element of W(w1) (§ 3, Lemma 2). Then it is clear from the definition of 
W(w1) that Re (w'l, wk»O. Let w'=wrN " ,wr1 be a reduced expression 
ofw' and put S=Hdx j • Then by Lemma 7, S(w')=HtLxjM1rll" .M1rNlPtL 
has no inner points in Gd • (We may assume that Re 1=1.) On the other 
hand, we have supp {3wJ~CUW'EW(w}.)S(w') by Lemma 2. Thus we have 
proved the theorem. Q.E.D. 

Though the following fact seems to be well-known, we will give a 
proof for the sake of completeness. 

Lemma 8. Let P' be a minimal parabolic subgroup of GrL and A~= 
exp a~ a split component of P'. Let 2(a~)+ be the positive system of 2(a~) 
corresponding to P'. Let r~, .. " r~ be simple roots in 2(a~)+ and wi, .. " w~ 
be reflections with respect to ri, .. " r~, respectively. Put W~={l, w:} and 
P~=P'W~P'. Let P~=M~A~N~ be a Langlands decomposition of P~ (1< 
i <n). Thenfor every x e p'Mi· .. M~P', there exist ii, .. " ir satisfying 
1<i1<··· <ir<n and 

x e P'W;l' .. w;.p'. 

Proof We will prove it by induction on n. Since P'Mi· .. M~P' = 
p'Mi ... M~_IP'M~, there is aye p'Mi ... M~_IP' such that x e yM~. 
By the assumption of induction, there exist ii, .. " i. satisfying 1 <il < ... 
<i.:::;::n-landyeP'wP'withw=w;l···w;,. Hence . 

X e P'wP'M~=w(w-IP'w)M~P'. 
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By the Bruhat decomposition M~=(w-lp'wn M~)W~(P' n M~) of M~, 
we have 

X E W(W-1P'W)W~P' =P'wW~P', 

proving the lemma. Q.E.D. 

Proof of Lemma 7. We write Wri=W i and M1rd=Mt for the sake 
of simplicity. Since HdxMf·· . M'j.P d =HdxJMf· . ·M'j.P d if Hdxp d= 
HdxjP d, we may assume that x=xj for some 1 :::;'j":;;'m. 

Suppose that HdxMf·· .M'j.P d has inner points in Gd. Then we 
will get a contradiction. By Proposition 3 (iii) in Section 4, there is a 
Wo E NKd(a:) such that Ad (tVo) E Wo and that tvO=hxm1· . ·mNP for some 
hEHd,miEMt(i=l, ··.,N) and pEP d. Put mi=xmix- 1, Mi= 
xMtx-l, P' =xpx- 1 and P' =XP dX- l. Then wox- 1=hmi·· ·m~p'. We 
have 

since ()Mi=Mi and ()P'=P'. (Note that a;Cljd.) Thus we have 

For every YEa;, we have 

(8.2) 
Ad (XtV01()( WO)()(x- 1)) Y = Ad (XW01()( wo))()(Ad (X-I) Y) 

= (Ad (x) 0 () 0 Ad (x- 1))Y 

since Ad (wo)()(Z) =() Ad (wo)(Z) and since Ad «()(tVo))(Z)=() Ad (WO)()-I(Z) 
=Ad(wo)(Z) for Z E a:. Thus we have 

XW01()(WO)()(X- 1) E NKd(a;). 

Applying Lemma 8 to xW010(WO)()(x- 1), there are it> .. " is' jt> .. " jt 
(l ":;;'i1<· .. <is<N, 1 <jl<' .. <jt<N) such that 

Ad (XIV01()(WO)()(x- 1)) lap = W;,' .. wi, W;, ... W; t 

where wi is the reflection with respect to ri=r i 0 Ad (X)-l. Hence we have 
by (8.2) 

for Z E a:. 
Since W k E a, we have Ow k = -Wk and therefore we have 

(8.3) 
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Since.:l. is regular, we may assume that <w.:l., Wk> >0 by taking a small 
shift of .:I.. By Proposition 4 and Proposition 5 in Section 6, we have 

!' 

(wit' .. Wi ,)W k - W-1W k E L: R+lii 
.i=l 

and 

!' 

(wh ' •• Wjt)Wk-W-IWk E L: R+Ii,. 
i=l 

Hence we have 

and 

But these contradict to (8.3). Thus the lemma is proved. Q.E.D. 

§ 9. Theorem 3 

In this section we assume that rank (GJH) = rank (KJKnH) and fix 
j (1 <j <m). Let L_ denote the semilattice in a~* generated by the roots 
a E .2(a~)j satisfying gd(a~; a))tfjd. Let LKIKnH (resp. Lao/H.) denote the 
semilattice in a~* consisting of highest weights with respect to the order 
.2(a~)j of finite-dimensional representations of K (resp. holomorphic 
representations of Ge) with Kn H-fixed vectors (resp. He-fixed vectors). 
(Note that -I=T a~ is a maximal abelian subspace of f n q = -I=T (pd n fjd) 
and of q. Let p{ be an element in a~* defined by 

p{(Y) = t trace (ad(Y) In+Jw) 

for Y E a~. For a .:I. E (a:)~, we put pi =.:1.1 + pi -2p{. 
Let at be a maximal abelian subspace of rnd and put a:=at+a:. 

Let .2(a:) be the root system of the pair (ge, a:e). For every a E .2(a:) let 
a denote the restriction of a to a:. Choose a positive system .2(a:)+ of 
.2(a:) so that .2(a~+ is compatible with .2(a:) + (i.e. the condition a E .2(a:)+ 
and a*O implies a E .2(a:)+). Put Pm=t L: a where the sum is taken 
over all a E .2(a:)+ such that a=O. 

Theorem 3. Suppose that rank (GJH)=rank(KJKn H) and let .:I. be 
an element of(a:)~ such that Re (.:I., Ii> >0 for all Ii E .2(a:) + • Suppose that 
fflka(GdJPd; L.)*{O}. Then we have thefollowings. 
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(i) Suppose that fJlka(Gd/Pd;L;)-contains a Hd-type (r,E) with 
lowest weight l.i E a~*. (i.e. There exists a vector vEE such that 'Z'(Y)v= 
l.i(Y)vjor Y E a~ and that 'Z'(Z)v=Ojor Z E n- J n ~d.) Then -l.i E f1{ -L_. 
Especially A is real-valued on a:. 

(ii) If O+Pm, a»O jor all a E 2(a~)+, then fJlka(Gd/Pd; L,) is an 
irreducible go-module. 

(iii) f1{ is contained in the lattice in a~ generated by LKIKnH' 
(iv) Let a be a compact simple root in 2(a~);. Then <Ai - pi, a) >0. 

Put pi =='X jPdXj l, N-i =XjN-dXj l, A~=exp a~ and G=A;(N-j n HrL) 
X P j. Then G acts on Gd on the right by 

Z·(y,p)=y-IZp 

for z E Gd, Y E A~(N-i n Hd) and p E PJ. Let V be the G-orbit on Gd 
containing the identity. Then V is an open dense subset of the closed set 
V' = H d pi because of the Bruhat decomposition 

Hd=U (N-J n Hd)w(Pi n H d) 
w 

where w is taken over N Ha(a~)/Z Ha(a~). Let l.i be a character of A~. Then 
we can define a character X of G by 

(9.1) 

for al E A;, nl E N-i n Hd, m2 E M ' , a2 E A; and n2 E N+J where a~J-pj= 

exp<Ai - pi,10ga2). Put 

and 

fJI(V, X)={v E fJI(Gd) I supp vcV' and V(y-IZp) 

=X«y, p»v(z) for (y, p) E G and z E Gd} 

fJI(V, X)=fJI(V, X)/fJI(V\V)nfJI(V, X) 

where fJI(V\ V) is the set of all hyperfunctions on Gd with supports in 
V'\ V. Consider the following two conditions. 

(CI ) There exists a Y in a; such that ,8(Y»O for all ,8 E 2(a;); and 
that 

- f1(Y)+2(pi - p{)(Y)+dX(Y)::f=O 

for all f1 E L_. 
(C2) The condition (e l ) holds except for the case f1=0. Then the 

following proposition is an easy consequence of Lemma in [7] Appendix I. 
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Proposition 6. If the condition (Cl ) holds, then .9l(V, X) = {O}. If the 
condition (Cz) holds, then the dimension of the vector space .9l(V, X) is at 
most one and .9l( V, X) consists of elements of the form cpov with a real 
analytic function cp on V and a delta function Ov with support V. (Note 
that the quotient of tangent spaces TIGdfTIV is naturally identified with 
n-Jnqd.) 

Proof of Theorem 3 (i). Suppose that .9lka(GdfP d; Ll)*{O}. Then 
we may assume that there is anf *0 in .9l(Gd) satisfying 

for xeGd, nleN-JnHd, aleA~, meMd, aeA:andneN+ d. HerelJ 
is a lowest weight of an Hd_type in .9lka(Grlfpd; L l) and f is a lowest 
weight function in the Hd_type. Put v(x)=f(xxJ) (x e Gd). Then it is 
clear that v e .9l(V, X) where X is defined by (9.1) and that v 1. .9l(V\ V). 
Thus .9l(V, X)*{O}. 

We claim that 

- f1 + 2(pJ - p{) +dX =0 

on a~ for some f1 e L. In fact, if - f1 + 2(pJ - p{) + dX *0 on a~ for all 
f1 e L_, then we can choose Y e a~ such that fi(Y»O for all fi e l'(a~); 
and that - f1( Y) + 2(pJ - p{)( Y) + dX( Y) * 0 for all f1 e L since 

- f1+ 2(pJ - p{) +dX =0 

defines a hyperplane in a; for every f1 e L_. Then by Proposition 6 we 
have .9l(V, X) = {O}, a contradiction to .9l(V, X)*{O}. Since dX(Y)= 
(lJ+.."!i_pJ)CY) for Y e a~, we have -f1+pJ-2p{ +lJ+.."!i=O and therefore 
we have f1{ - f1= -lJ, proving Theorem 3 (i). Q.E.D. 

§ 10. An application of Vogan's result and the proof of Theorem 3 

Let t be a maximal abelian sub algebra of f containing r-T a; 
(c J"=1.j.ld n ijd = f n q) and a~ a Cartan subalgebra of g containing t. 
Fix a positive system l'(a~)+ of the root system l'Ca~) of the pair (ge, a~c) 
such that Ol'Ca~+ =l'(a~)+ and that l'(a~)+ is compatible with l'Ca~);. (i.e. 
The condition a e l'Ca~)+ and al.,*O implies that al., e l'Ca~);.) Let 

p p 

l'Ct)+ be the restriction of l'Ca~)+ to t and let R denote the subset in 
J"=1 t* defined by 
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Let I(f, t) be the root system of the pair (fc> tc) and I(f, t)+ be the positive 
system of I(f, t) defined by I(f, t)+ =I(f, t) n I(t) + . Put p=i ~aEX(.,)+a 
and Pc=! ~PEX(I,t)+I'. For every pEt:, the real part Re p is defined by 
Re p = PI if P = PI + r-t P2 and Pb P2 are real-valued on r-t t. 

We will first prove a lemma which is an application of Vogan's lowest 
f-type theory ([15]). 

Lemma 9. Let X be an irreducible Harish-Chandra module of g with 
an infinitesimal character parametrized by IJ E (a~): such that Re (IJ, a) >0 
for a EI(a~)+. Let P E r-t t* be the highest weight with respect to 
I(f, t)+ of a lowest f-type (in the sense 0/[15]) in X. Then 

p+2pc-p ERe (1J1"_It)-R. 

Proof Let wet) and W(a~) be the Weyl groups of I(t) and I(a~), 
respectively, and WoCa~) the subgroup in W(a~) defined by 

W8(a~)={w E W(a~) 1 wO = Ow}. 

Then wet) is the restriction of W8(a~) to t. Thus we can choose WE 
W8(a~) so that p+2pc is dominant for wI(t) + . According to Proposition 
4.1 in [15], we can choose roots 1'1> •. " I'r in wI(a~)+ and real numbers 
Cb .. " Cr (O<c i < 1 for all i) so that 

(10.1) p.=p+2pe-Wp+tcil'i is dominant for wI(a~)+, I'b "', I'r are 
orthogonal to each other and ci = -2(p+2Pe- wp, I't)/(I'i, I'i)' 

Let f be the subalgebra of ge defined by f=Og.(t)+ ~aEX(I,t)gcCt, a) where 
I(f, t)={a E I(t) 1 (P., a) =O}. Put t+ =tn (center of [) and t- =t n [f, r]. 
Then t=t+ +t- is a direct sum. By Proposition 5.8 in [15], there is a 
WI E W(a~ such that 

p.lt+ = wllJ) It+· 

(Note that fit It+ =0 for i = 1, .. " r by (10.1).) 
It is clear that p.lt-=O and we can choose an element W 2 in the Weyl 

group of I(f, t) such that Re(w2wllJ)lt-) is dominant for I(f, t)n wI(t)+. 
Then it is clear that 

(10.2) 

On the other hand, we have 

(10.3) 
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since Re(w(v» is dominant for wl'(a~)+. It follows from (10.1), (10.2) 
and (10.3) that 

Thus we have 

On the other hand, we have w- 1(,u+2Pc)-(,u+2pc) E R since w- 1(,u+2pc) 
is dominant for l'(a~)+. Thus we have 

proving the lemma. Q.E.D. 

Proof of Theorem 3 (ii). Put p~ = t L: ex where the sum is taken over 
ex E l'(Ct~)+ such that exl.,=O. Then the infinitesimal character of the 

~ 

Harish-Chandra module X =PJkd(Gdjpd; L.) is parametrized by -Ai +p~ 
E i;. Then it is clear from the assumption on A that - Ai + p~ is dominant 

for l'(a~)+. Let,u E -I=T i* be the highest weight with respect to l'(t)+ 
of a lowest i-type in an irreducible component of X. Then by Lemma 9 
we have 

Taking its restriction to Ct;, we have 

since l'(±)+ is compatible with l'(a~)j. Thus we have 

,u{+,uI.,=Aj+pj-2p{+,uI., E -RI.,. 
~ ~ ~ 

On the other hand, we have 

by (i). Since -RI., n L ={O}, we have 
p 

Then it follows from Proposition 6 that dim PJ(V, X) (X is defined for ,ul., 
. ~ 

and AJ) is at most one and therefore the multiplicity of the f-type with 
highest weight ,u is at most one in X. Thus the gc-module X is irreducible. 

Q.E.D. 
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Proof of (iii). Suppose first that A satisfies the assumption in (ii). 
Let p e -v'=t t* be as in the proof of (ii). Then by Proposition 6 there 
exists a function fin gj1rd(Gd/P d; LA) which is unique up to constant 
multiple such that f(n-la-lx)=aPf(x) for n e N-j n Hd and a e A:. 
Furthermore f is of the form co(X~ with some constant c on an open set 
exp (n- j n fjd) exp (n- j n qd)XjPd if we take a coordinate 

by Proposition 6. Here o(X2) is the Dirac delta function on n - j n q<! 
with support {a}. We claim that f is M' n Hd-invariant. For let m be 
an element in M' n 1[<1.. If 

then 

f(mx)=f(exp (Ad (m)XI ) exp (Ad(m)X2)xjxjlmxj) 

= f(exp Xl exp X 2X j ) = f(x) 

since M'nHd is compact, Ad(m)(n-jnfjd)=n-jnfjd, Ad(m)(n-jnqd) 
=n- j n qd and xtmxj e Md. Hence f is M' n Hd-invariant in a neigh
borhood of XjPd. Since dim gj(V, X)= 1, f must be M' n Hd-invariant. 
Then it follows from [17], Vol. I, p. 211 that p e -LxlxnH. Thus we have 
pi = - p e Lx/xnH. 

Next suppose that A does not satisfy the assumption in (ii). Let 
(OZ", E) be an irreducible finite-dimensional holomorphic representation of 
G e with He-fixed vectors. Then there exists a vector veE such that 
OZ"(man)v=aAv for me M d, a E A:, n e N+d where A is the highest weight of 
(OZ", E). We choose (OZ", E) so that A+A satisfies the assumption in (ii). 
(A is replaced by A+A.) Consider an analytic function ifJ on Gd given by 
ifJ(x)=<u, OZ"(x)v) for some U E E*. Then ifJ satisfies ifJ(xman)=aAifJ(x) 
(m e Md, a e A:, n e N+d) and is Hd-finite of type in K. 

Let f be a nontrivial function in gj1rd(Gd/P d; LJ. Considering the 
left Gd-action to ifJ, if necessary, we may assume that ifJ(x):;t=O for some 
point x in supp f. Then the product ifJf of functions is a nonzero element 
in gj1r.(Gd/P d; Ll+J. Thus gj1rd(Gd/P d; Ll+J:;t={O}, so we have 

pi +Aj e Lx/xnH (Aj=A 0 Ad(xj)-l) 

by the preceding argument. Since Aj e Lx/xnH, Aj is containe<;l in the 
lattice in a: generated by Lx/xnH. 

Proof of (iv). Let W(a~) be the set of simple roots in I(a~+ and let 
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'Iff. be the subset in 'Iff(a~) cQnsisting of a E 'Iff(a~) such that al.,=O or that 
p 

al., is a compact simple root in .s(a;);. Let W('Iff.) be the subgroup in 
p 

W(a~) generated by the reflections with respect to the roots in 'Iff.. Then 
there exists a w in W('Iff.) such that w( -),1 + p~) is dominant for 'Iff •. 

Suppose first that w( _).J + p~) is dominant for 'Iff(a~). Let p be the 
highest weight of a lowest t-type in X = 88ka( Grl f P rl ; L.). Then by Lemma 
9, we have 

(10.4) 

Let ao be the subspace in a~ consisting of elements orthogonal to 'Iff c' 

Restricting (10.4) to ao, we have 

On the other hand, we have 

by (i). Since every nonzero element in L_ has nonzero restriction to ao, 
we have 

pl.p-2p{+pi= _).i. 

Hence if a is a compact simple root in .s(a:)}, then 

().i_pi, a) = ().J+ pJ_2p{, a) 

=(-pl.p' a) >0. 

When w( _).J + p~) is not dominant for 'Iff(a~), we proceed as follows. 
Choose an element Ai in La,/H, such that (Ai, a)=O for compact simple 
roots a in .s(a:); and that w( _).i+p~)+Ai is dominant for 'Iff(a~). Let 
f E 88ka(Gd fp d; L.) and 1> E d H.(GdfPd; L A+p) be as in the proof of (ii). 
Then the product 1>foffunctions is a nonzero element in 88k.(Gdfprt; L HA). 

Hence by the preceding argument, we have 

for all compact simple roots a in .s(a:)}. Q.E.D. 

Lemma 10. Suppose that all the irreducible components of the root 
system .s(a:) are of type Am Dn or En (n>2). Let). be an element of a:* 
such that ()., a) >0 for all a E .s(a:)+ and that pi is contained in the lattice 
in a~* generated by L K / Kn H' Then the following two conditions are equiva
lent.· 
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(i) <pI. a)~Ofor all compact simple roots a inl'(Ct;)j. 
(ii) pI E LKIKnH' 
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(We have <pI, a) = (JJ - pi, a) for all compact simple roots a in l'(Ct;); 
<pi, a) = <pi, a).) 

Proof Clearly (ii) implies (i). Thus we have only to prove that (i) 
since implies (ii). We may assume that l'(Ct:) is irreducible. Then it is 
easy to see that either of the following two conditions holds. 

(a) dim(gd(Ct;; a) n lid)=dim(gd(Ct;; a) n qd) for all a E l'(Ct;). 
(b) For every a E l'(Ct;), gd(Ct;; a)clid or gd(Ct;; a)Cqd. 

Let l'(lid, Ct;) denote the root system of the pair (lid, Ct;) and put l'(li d , Ct;)+ 
=l'(lid, Ct;) n l'(Ct;);. If the condition (a) holds, then pI =}J +2p{ - pi =},.1 
is dominant for l'(lid, Ct;)+. Consider the case (b). Let [3 be a simple 
root in l'(lid, Ct;)+. If f3 is a simple root in l'(Ct;);, then it follows from (i) 
that 

<pi, (3) ~O. 

Thus we may assume that f3=al+'" +ak where ai' "', a k are simple 
roots in l'(Ct;); and k>2. Then we have 

<p{, (3) = (JJ + pi - 2p{, (3) 

= <}J, (3) + <pi, al) + ... + <pi, a k ) -2<p{, (3). 

Since the multiplicities of the roots in l'(Ct;) are the same, we have <pi, a l ) 

= ... = <pi, ak)=<p{, (3) and therefore we have <pI, (3) > <},,1, (3»0. 
Since pI is contained in the lattice generated by LKIKnH' we have proved 
pI E LKIKnH' Q.E.D. 

Lemma 11. Let A be an element ofCt:* such that <A+Pm, a»O for 
all a E l'(Ct:)+ and that p{ is contained in the lattice in Ct;* generated by 
LK/KnII . Then the conditions (i) and (ii) in Lemma 10 are equivalent. 

Proof Clearly we have only to prove that (i) implies (ii). Let t, 
l'(t)+, l'(f, t)+, p, pc and p~ be as in the first part of this section. Let 
l'(m') and l'(m' n lid) be the root systems of the pair (m~, tc) and (m~ n fe, 
tc), respectively. Put l'(m') + =l'(m')n l'(t)+, l'(m'nlid)+=l'(m'nlid)n 
l'(t)+ and P~c=t L;aO'cm'W)+a. Let [3 be a simple root in l'(lid, Ct;)+ and 13 
a simple root in l'(f, t)+ such that 131,,= -f3. Then we have 

p 

<pI, (3) = - <Ai + pi -2p{, 13) 

= < -Ai +p~+p-2pco 13) + <2plnc-2pt" ;3). 
(10.5) 

From the facts <-Ai+p~,,13)~O (by the assumption), <P,fi)~t<13'i3), 
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<p.,~) =H~,~) and <pi, ~)- <2p~c-2p~,~) E H~, ~)Z(by the assump 
tion) it follows that 

. (10.6) < -}J+p~+p-2pc, ~)= -l<~,~) if ~ is a compact (i.e. gc(t; ~)c 
lc) simple root in 2(±)+ and < - Ai + p~ + p - 2p., ~) >0 otherwise. 

(If there exists another simple root ~' in 2(l, ±)+ such that ~'I., = - f3, then 
- p 

we also have the same result for (3'.) 
Let 2(8) be the subset of 2(f, t) defined by {a E 2(f, t); al., E Z(3}. 

p 

If a is a simple root in 2(m' n fjd)+. then 

< -Aj+p~+p-2pc, a)=<2p~-2p~c, a»O. 

Hence if ~ (and ~') is not compact simple in 2(ty, then -}J +p~+p-2pc 
is dominant for 2(8) n 2(f, ±)+ by (10.6). Therefore <pi, (3) >0 since f3 E 

L: R+a where the sum is taken over all a in 2(8) n 2(l, t)+. 
When ~ (or ~') is compact simple in 2(t)+, we proceed as follows. 

(We may assume that ~ is compact simple in 2(ty.) Suppose that 
<p1:, (3)<0. Then we will get a contradiction. Since <a, ~)<O for a E 

2(m') + , we have <2p~c-2p~,~) E 1 <~, ~)Z+. Thus it follows from (10.5) 
and (10.6) that 

<a, ~)=O for all a E 2(m') such that g.(t; a) <;t f c. 

Hence if we put E = L: Ra where the sum is taken over all a E 2( m') such 
that gc(t; a)<;tf., then every compact root r in 2(m') is contained in E or 
orthogonal to E. Note that every element 0 in 2(t) satisfying 01.,=-f3 

- - p can be written as a sum of (3 (or u(3) and elements in 2(m'). Then by the 
above result, 0 can be written as a sum of ~ and compact roots in I(m') 
(or as a sum of u~ and compact roots in 2(m') since ufc=fc)' Thus we 
have gd(a~; (3)cfjtL. By the condition (i), we have <pi, f3»0 a contradic
tion. Q.E.D. 

Added in proof (August 25, 1984) 
(i) To prove Theorem in this paper we do not use the assump

tion that the connected real semisimp1e Lie group G has a comp1exifi
cation Gc• Therefore Theorem is valid without this assumption. But if 
G has infinite center, we must change the definition of "discrete series" 
as in [5]. 

(ii) E. P. van den Ban pointed out that the proof of Remark fol
lowing Lemma 9 in [18] is incomplete, which is quoted in Remark in 
§4. The missing ingredients are given in his preprint "Invariant differ
ential operators on a semisimp1e symmetric space and finite multipli
. cities in a P1anchere1 formula". 
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(iii) We have obtained a simpler proof of Theorem 1 which does 
not require in another paper. 

(iv) We would like to thank H. Schlichtkrull who pointed us 
out some errors in the original manuscript. 
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